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EDITORS' NOTES

In an article published in I Q.80 entitled "-,ocial Change and Community col-
lege Laculty,- Richard L. Allred described the effects of noninvolvement and
called for reforms in governance to include new deciston-making roles for fac-
ulty and staff. When that article was published, community colleges were
growing at a pace that would move them from "supporting actors- to "stars- in
the higher education world. The way colleges were organized or how they were
managed was not an issue Growth was the accepted barometer of success; as
long as our colleges continued to grow, everything would be all right.

Almost a decade later, governance and management have become critical
issues m public- and private-sector organizations. Industry giants such as Gen-
eral Motors, IBNI, and Xi:lox are downsizing rapidh and changing the struc-
ture of their organizations to encow age worker involvement. Business leaders
and organizational analysts have all but announced that teamwork is not .tust
the current management ladit is the new management. Nlax Weber's
hundred-year-old multdayered bureaucratic pyramid is now being decon-
structed to mke way for flat organizations made up entirely of teams: faculty
and staff teams, middle management teams, and execut iVe teams. .1he old form
of top-down decision making in an organization with many boundaries is
slowly being replaced by the ideal ol the "houndaryless organization---one
with minimal bureaucracy, where faculty and staff are Open to ideas, have
at tess to information, and are commitk.d to serving customers. In view of this
development and the increased importance of management structure and
processes, the oblecnves ol this volume are to examine key changes occurring
in community colleg management and to identify future imperatives if our
colleges are to maintain their competitive position.

The title of this volume is Chang:11g :\fonagerial Impei olives. In our view, it
is inconceivable that fast-responding institutions such as community colleges
can, or should, remain untransformed. One way or another, our colleges will

adopt new approat hes to management. Part One of the volume details the
changing context for management. The opening chapter by Richard L. Allred
and Patricia C.....arter provides an overview of the changing management land-
scape and describes characteristics of institutions using old and new forms of
management. Alfred and Carter question the extent to which community col-
leges are using myths I rom an earlier generation to guide management: and
they identify important shills needed to bring colleges into the custoffier-
focused I qgOs.

The next two chapters provide illustrations of new structures and ap-
proaches to management that have been implemented in colleges. In Chapter
Two, Robert E. Parilla, a college president, describes his experience in trans-
forming an institution with a bureaucratic management structure into a dat orga-
nization. Garth Jackson and Nancy Moulton, in Chapter Three, reveal another

%I.:. 1)11'1 I ,111,1 \\ 11111.1 P.M{ 1;3,, 1'111,11,1H ,s
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dimension to the transformation process, illuminating the importance of 1;kulty
and staff involvement in their Assocc.ues Model lor Governance at Canadore
college.

Following this introduction, the book shills in Part Two to a vivid and
practical description ol management roles and responsibilities that faculty and
staff will assume in transformed institutions. In Chapter Four, Albert L.
Lorenzo emphasizes the importance of reality-based planning in a period of
rapid change and tight resources. He provides insight into the pitfalls of plan-
ning models that do not consider the values and needs ol internal and exter-
nal customers while emphasiztng process over product. Lorenzo's Strategic
Guidance Model for planning is customer focused and user-friendly; but, most
of all, it is a model that can be used by staff in every area of a college to make
the frequent midcourse collections that come with a customer service orien-
tation.

Robbie I.ee Needham's discussion of quality-locuscd management tQFM)
in Char cr Five demonstrates the utility ol QFM for faculty, staff, and admin-
istraton-.. Colleges interested in improving quality and customer service will
have no choice hut to turn to self-directed teams engaged in continuous
process improvement, although that approach is a departure from established
inanagemem practices

lames I.. Hudgins, Sandi ()liver, and Stamen K. \Villiams close this sec-
tion with a disL.ussion ol the importance of customer-onented services, using
Midlands Technical College's institutional effectiveness program as an exam-
ple They describe in detail the steps taken by the college to build a culture lor
student success through assessment and support services.

In Part .1 hree, beginning with Chapter seven, we take a look at some of
the most critical issues lacing leaders engaged in management transformation.
Four issues interested uscreating personal networks, demonstrating integrity,
leveraging diversity, and total quality orientationand we selected two. Rec-
ognizing that many new laces in leadership will appear in the future. Ruth
hurgos-Sasscer offers an illuminating look at the harriers that will need to be
overcome in managing diversity she describes the important characteristics of
different groups that affect their outlook and approach to management and
steps that leaders must take to create a climate of diversity. In Chapter Eight,
Margaret Gratton provides an insightful look into features ol the learning orga-
nization that will hecome every manager's domain in the future. Through anec-
dotes and examples. she delineates a context for leadership withotu elahoiate
structures . chain of commandmd approving and authonzn ig Personal net-
works are very important in this -boundaryless orgaruzation.- Everyone
is a leader because the ability to make things happen is learned within each
part ol the organization. David Deckelhaum concludes the volume in Chapt..
Nine with an annotated bibliogiaphy of sources and information on how
changing community college management affects administrative roles and
responsihilines.
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Community colleges are at the center of the )rga nizational changes sweep-
ing communities and society. They do not need to be reinvented because they
were designed and buih only a few years ago as fast-changing, customer-
focused institutions. Our Invention is alive and well, but it is not organized
and managed as well as it could be. We hope that this collection of articles will
help practitioners become more aware of the transformation that must take
place in the management of our colleges.
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PART ONE

Changing Context
for Management
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aditional management appwaches nnty not set ve ( ()lieges well iii
a market I luam'levizeci by qiiality-t Otis( ions ( us( (n)le) 5, agguessive
conipelitous, and tightening resato«'s.

Rethinking the Business
of Management
Richard L. A lived, Patricia Cat

reneral \1tri s vertts MVOLL IBM versus c ()wag. Al'A vet NN \Lig
nay() \ versus ),Ilasp.....1)\ now the stories alV well klIOW11 ol nidust N giants
with strong reputations, deep poc Lets. tuid big minket shares heing chsplaced
lw compentois with Lir lower re, .tm es but lean management and soaring
eNpectations

Intetest in new ipproachos to management is hubblmg up all over the
communny ollege landscape 'Me 1111.111('`, that reach ;icross many ol the cur-
rent expermlents are similar to management innovanons iii tor-profit organi-
:awns: pushing decision. making responsibility down :II the organization.
involving faculty and stall in governance, and encouraging more active stall
involvement in strategic tasks such as plannnig tild assessment I he goal is to
restruoure management by involving more stall in big decisions (hat allcct
Iront-line services instead ol bouncing decisions up the management ladder or
issuing edicts [ruin above.

\Vhat is surprising, is that these changes ,Ire taking loot in an ln--.iItuttitii
that does not seem a likely candidate lor Innovation. l'xperiencing tilt' 111(111101-
turn from ,welling enrollments. educating hall (il all students eni,:ring the
nation's colleges tuid univeNit les over the last several years. community col-
leges have become large and potenually complacent organizations. I he tradi-
tion of growth has heen so consistent across our institutions that one Call
accurately predict the institutional success measures th,ct will surface in con-
versations with administrators and survey research carried out with stall
(Allred and I Ander. 1 1NO Alfred, Petersonmd White. 10021.

Administrators in other sectors oi higher education often look at connnu-
nity colleges with envy and disdain. In addition to a legacy ol substantial

\ 1 1,11.1, 1.'1; ( I1N 011 I t.! no 84 \ ink, 1`,"1 bose%
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enrolhnent gains, communit) colleges appear to have many desirable charac-
teristics- low coSt. COnverlIC111 access, a eustomenonented locus, pnlgrams and
eottl-k's With scemingl important content that are easily Idled, quick returns
on education in the labor market, a (:0111prchcliSivt: ITII;N:-,10n, multiple SOURA'!,
Of Mg, and a natural, supportive external COINnuency. Ako,
their instrumental approach 10 edlICatIon. 011r Lolleges are la-gely untroubled
by -,ues of political correctness, student activism. and debates aboin relevancy
oi the relationship Lil education to Work

"Confident" mid "Eager" Community Colleges

Ilt.'1111111 t011111111111ly Cdiege`: app,itcni ,Ldvantage, the hIrt lor hange in
ilisututional management (1,1\:' gamed 'Irellglh In A growing num-
bet of ',Iakeholdep, are (inning to icalize that traditional appioaihes to 'nail-
agemem 111,1\ 1101 WOrk Ill a market L haraL terized quality-L-011st ion,
ustomers. aggressive L ompo Hors, and tightening resoulL cs. Lint erns are

tihreasing about int (insistent program and service quality. slowed iesponsc to
piogram 111.11 kets, laL k of limo\ Ally(' ,.(111\ inadequate stall development,
and inelheient rcsolui. e alloLanon \\*hat is striking about these Loncern, I, that
the\ ale an basically management induced and managemcnt-direL ted. Yet.
despite (.-ollet FIR, about then- diet 11\TII(::-0,, leaders are often at a
loss as to how to go about makmg the necessary changes.

ALIminHtiators generally ii quire their philosophy and style ol manage
mein Irom graduate Lind prolessional rdueanon, peers and Lonstillants, and,
above an I hytr OWn areer (-Tel lent e Over the \ edis, repeated exposure to
the risk-aveisi e. bureancrant Work eli.lrollnlenK that flourished in yeais ii

ea-A growth has produced a generation of administrators accustomed to mak-
ing de,wons and directing people. \Vhile this approach may be 'enough to
maintain the insmunons position, it L annot elicit the kind ol energy and
enthusiast IC participation found in organizations that involve stall in the iak
01 strategic management.

I his May sound Critical, hin we hehev( it s to walk IntO almost
ally college and. th lough caieiui oliser\ at ion. quickly read the management
chniate. 1 low are decisions made? \\*hat is it like to work there flow do la
Idly and stall approach problems? I low eooperalIvel1 (10 they work? \Vhat
the pace? 1 low do stall feel ilhOta their loh!,? flow comnutted are they to the
ithntution?

lo understand the eiieci ol management climate on stall outlook and per-
lormance. imagine two «immunity colleges in the same state competing in
identical markets. -Lonlident Community College, the recognized market
leader, has a(ctl *fated a wealth ol resources or every kind: talented faculty,
state-oi-t he-art facilities and equipment. multiple sot-Lit-es ol revenue. and
industry support It has been able to fund just about any initiative it has con-
sidered strategic. Over the years Conhdent adopted, and has successlially used,
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a top-down approaeh to management. But growth has obscured the underly-
ing disease of underinvolvement Nobody has noticed that the college is falling
behMd. The aspirations of faculty and stall to remain al the top ol the market
are assumed but in fact :Ire declining. "How much do vou need to worry.- staff
ask themselves, "when you are large, continue lo grow, and have an enormous
advantage over competitorsi

"Eager- Communuy College, a rival, it; relative latecomer to some of
onfident's program markets. It is much smaller than Confident and has no

choice but to make do with fewer people, a smaller budget, more modest fad-
ines, and a It-action of confident s discretionary resources. But Lager has every
intention of competing successfully with Conhdent. To realize this ambition,
it has decentralized the decision-making responsibility, empowering faculty
and staff to search lor undefined niches, develop innovative approaches to
instruction and service delivery, and constantly assess customer needs and sat-
isfaction, all while expending fewer resources than ',..onlident The misfit
between Lager's resources and its aspirattons would lead most observers to
challenge the leasibihitv ol its goals, if not the wisdom of its leaders.

But consider the likely effects ol confident's and Lager's approaches to
management on how the two colleges frame their competitive strategies and
W..(2 their human resources.

learly, Confident is much better placed to behave "st rategically that is,
ft) preempt Lager in attracting new student and employer markets, spend more
on marketmg and recruiting, develop new courses, purchase new technology,
and so on. Conlident's administrators are likely to continue their top-down
approach to management, figuring that they can always outspend their smaller
rival to get what they want. Faculty are 111<ely to rest easily as long as growth con-
unties at a rate sufficient to fill their classes and provide !or their resouice needs.
lhey are also likely to disengage from the institution in lavor of supplementary
employment opportunities that provide two important advantage,: additional
inonic and the opportunity to personally control the work environment and
compensate lor the missing sense of true involvement at the college

Eager, on the other band, is likely to focus us resources on the soft side of
the organization." his approach meat is invoking faculty and staff in initiatives
that improve quality and reduce costs finding core competencies, assessing
customer needs and satisfaction, building programmat lc strategic plans, scan-
ning external markets, identilying possibilities for wIlaboration with busmess.
industry. and K-1 2 schools, and so on. Lager's admini-ilators will strive to cre-
ate a work environment that stresses speed, innovation, and a customer locus.

This outcome will not result from simply telling faculty and staff to be
more movative or directing them to he more quality-conscious. Eager'
administrators will inistitutiomiliz:e a totally new approach to management, one
in which standards are high, innovation is prized, stall arc committed, and the
locus 1, the future [hey will create an insmutional climate in which all play-
ers are working for the same institution and tow aid the sune goals.

13
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I he atgument heie ,..1.1ktantiall) mole subtle than the often-made point
that colleges w ith cmpowel ed staff ate niole pioducti\ NA hat chstinguishc,
flager from Confident is not Lagers approach to management but the greater
gap that exists between Eager's resourc:es and its aspirations 1-famel and Pra-
halad, IQ91). In contrast, Conlident's problem is not that it is committed to
top-down management kthere is no inherent value in decentralized manage-
ment) hut that it has insufficient stretch in its aspirations. Confident's admin-
istrators and stall will not think and behave as ii they were in a decentralized
customer-focused college what troubles confident is a scarcity of ambition,
not us approach to management.

Complexity, Control, and Complacency

11 trty ol the characteristic's 01 Conhdent College ring true lor community col-

leges, two imponam questions anse: I-low did our colleges get into this sow-
non, and what must be done to get them out ol it? Alter all. at one time all
community L olle ges were Eager-type organizations. I hey made do with few
people, small budgets, and modest facilities as they developed pnigrains and
services to serisie new markets. Is it possible for our colleges to become tile vic-

tims of then- own success?
rhe answer is ve In Ilk article -corporate Redemption and the Seven

Deadly Sins,- Andrell Pearson describes the essence 01 waste in previously suc-
cessful organizations Peart,on, I gQ2). Waste can happen in two ways..1 he first
is erosion. As com munity college, grow larger and more complex, the tasks of
managing and involving stall in decisions become more and more dilficult.
Ihere is a gradual erosion of the shared sense of mission that made die college
special. New peol 'le do not know the problems that had to he overcome in
building the institution, and contmumg stall bec.ome so busk with adminis-
tering and teaching that they do not take the time necessary to reinforce insti-
till tonal values. Gradually the college drths away In nit its mission and cc re
values.

Complacency, the second soufte of waste, is a result of a number 01 easy-
to-understand human lactois. Growth in rec'ent years has been automatic, and
laculty and stall have learned that a certain level of effort will produce a cer-
tain level of re,ults. Innovation has been reduced to w hat is essential and nec-
essary within budget to produce acceptable change. Top administrators have

devoted more and more attention to shaping puhlic opinion Ily putting the
most favorable spin on the college's performance. The result is a college suc-
cess story lor external consumption that may not accurately reflect internal
staff perceptions of college performance Rut over time. adinimstrators conic
to ak cent cosmetic indicators ol performance (for example. growth, visibility,
and public recognition) as the truth.

ront line ac tilt and stall are the first to recogiii:e problems with qual-
ity 1 lic are the lirst to know w hether a colle:!,e is oveNtat'd, bureaucratic.
and slow to innovate and whether programs have lost touch wit h markets. Rut

1 4
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faculty and staff cannot talk directly with the board of trustees or external
authorities, so they take their clues Irom top administrators. "If administration
is satisfied, that is enough for me- hecomes the prevailing attitude. Over time,
the enure college compromises, rationalizes, relaxes, and settles down to a pre-
dictable work environment. Programs and services are organized to maintain
hannony by operating at times and in locations convenient for staff. Faculty
and staff become their own customers and begin to use the organization as an
instrument for satisfying personal needs (Alfred Peterson, and White. IND.

head oil or escape the effects ol this work environment, administrators
need to confront myths in management that lead to complacenc. \Cry simply,
admmistrators must get the whole institution refocused on what is important
iii todayS environment.

Iwo things really make a difference: avoiding mcrementahsmthe per-
vasive sentiment in estahhshed cornmunity collcge!, th,lt !hi, year; goal is to
do what has been done before, only betterand encouraging stall actions that
create value, such as improving instruction. delivering better services, devel-
oping collaborative ventures, and lowering costs.

Successful colleges realize that change is the new order and innovation is
the pnmarv driver I hese colleges know that innovation is critical to their com-
petitive success They are constantly pushing resources and quality expecta-
tions down into the institution and taking care to translate them into terms
that every academic department and service unit can understand.

Quality expectation and empowerment then become important tools for
changing behavior. 1 his attitude can he revealed through conversations with
faculty and stall In a national study ol effective practices in community col-
lege's, for example. Allred and Linder ( NO) ,ound a remarkable consistency
in the way faculty and stall described the operating philosophy: to be a multi-
purpose' responsive organization. not just a postsecondary institution, to
embrace panidox: to involve rather than exclude people When stalf use such
dynamic words to describe the character of a college, administrators clearly
have carefully considered the business ol management in that college.

Are community colleges positioned for the future by virtue of their cur-
rent approaches to management? Are they flexible, forward-looking organiza-
tions capable of adiusting to changes in the' environment, or are they operating
with management myths from a past in which thc emphasis was on -manag-
ing people to manage growth..? The answer is yes and no. Comnmnity colleges
are paradoxical organizations even in their approach to management. They
enlploy multiple. sometimes contradictory, strategies I or managing as a wav ol
getting things done.

Challenging Myths of Management

Founding presidents ol community colleges, the pioneers had to be builders.
political strategNs. persuaders, organizers. master plannersmel entrepreneurs.
Their task was to hring order, to build and create, based on their own persowl

1 5
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cilvcn then cra and out ol necessliy, many hrought with ilkln [huh
nonal notions about manaffment I heti pet lormance. ehaia,,terLed hv stitmg,
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with six sweaters on; your body does not know what the temperature is and
is not quite sure how to react. A similar result occurs when information flows
through many bureaucratic walls.

Leaders in Eager-type colleges working with limited resources have no
choice hut to get input from faculty and staff who know the work best. They
cannot afford to support a dead or dying program. The more involved instruc-
tors and staff are in decisions, the more they own them, the better the deci-
sions are, and, eventually, the faster they are made. Staff come to work feeling
better about their jobs, and their aspirations become a resource working for
the college rather than against it.

If It Isn't Broken, Why Fix It? To the leaders of Confident College, yes-
terday's successes make it tempting to ignore the need for change, yet the will-
ingness to constantly acknowledge this need is the very essence of revitalization.
The alternative is more of the samea form of complacency in which colleges
slowly but consistently lose ground.

To reverse our socialization and view criticism and critique as positive is
difficult. All too often, acknowledging the need for change is interpreted as
implying that institutions have been doing something wrong m the past. And
it is natural to resist change. But leaders of Eager-type institutions encourage
their followers to move past this cultural aversion. -1 hey take actions that
help their institution to become self-regarding in ways that provide meaning-
ful clues as to what will be needed to get to the top and stay on top. Eager
institutions know that innovation is critical to their success. They are con-
stantly in motion, doing things to make sure that there are enough innovations
capable of changing the institution's future. Innovation is so critical to these
colleges that they will reallocate resources, change staff, and alter management
to make sure that innovation is going on in different places.

What really matters are big differences in program and service perfor-
mance. A key to these hig differences is reexarnination of traditional assump-
tions about institutional structure and management. Reexamination, in turn,
is driven by admimstrators and stall with small ideas that produce manage-
ment breakthroughs. Small ideas crop up everywhere in the college. not just
at the top. Managenient's role is to move ideas quickly so they can he exam-
ined, decided on, and implemented. This is the essence of innovation. Inno-
vative colleges are willing to take a hard, critical look at their structure, sys-
tems, and procedures from a very different perspective. They free kinovation
and initiative from the walls 01 bureaucracy by moving beyond questions about
consistency and control to questions such as these: "How does this affect the
customer?" -Do we really need this?" '1 low does it support the efforts of peo-
ple to improve this college?" They critique their assumptions regularly in an
ellort to truly incorporate continuous improvement notions into their ways of

doing business on a day-to-day basis.
Revitalized colleges do not simply ask, -Is it broken?" They ask, -Is it the

best it can be?" ilowever, openness to critique and willingness to innovate
require abandoning other myths related to institutional leadership.

17
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Leadership Equals Rank, Power, and Control. The positional power of
the early college leaders was very important. It worked; authority at the top
was seldom challenged. Faculty and staff expectations did not include being
involved in "hig picture- decision making. A great deal needed to be done very
quickly, and ambiguity (some called it "flexibility-) was necessary as commu-
nity colleges attempted to establish their place in the postsecondary com-
munity. Someone, or some group, needed to call the shots, define boundaries,
establish a framework. Leaders were looked to for strength and clarification
during these lormative stages.

As leaders shifted their emphasis lrom structure to strategies to cope with
rapid growth and respond to contemporary challenges of planningtssessment,
and institutional effectiveness, the need to involve others in a wider range ol
initiatives became clear. Presidents, deans, and other leaders began to recog-
nize that in order to foster involvement, power had to be shared and that the
institution's ultimate strength would come Irom the syre:rgistic efforts ol its
stakeholders. There is only one way to break down the walls ol bureaucracy
and share power, and that is lor the president to drive it personally. Ibis task
usually requires refocusing the president's iob. It is not enough to pledge to
change. The president must shed many administrative duties to spen.d more
time on encouraging stall initiative and involvement.

At too many of our colleges, we mill see cases of -exe,.iitive treadmill."
Afflicted presidents spend much 01 their time in ceremonial activities, stall
meetings, dog and pony shows, community relations act wit iesind pio forma
institutional perlonnance reviews They end up getting most 01 then- informa-
tion through simplified staff analyses that have little to do with better results
and much to do with insisting on unflormity and second-guessing throughout
the institution. In effect, these presidents have become the -chief administra-
tive officer- instead of the quality oflicer--the driving force lor team
management to improve quality and achieve important institutional goals. As
a consequence, if you ask faculty and stall, -I low !ouch does the president
know about your program or service?- the answer usually is, -Very little except
lor signing off on budget or major decisions.-

ln the past, good leaders by virtue ol their rank were expected to know
the right answeis In today's community colleges, good leaders must know how
to ask the right questions. Rather than being omnipotent experts, leaders of
revitalized colleges tap the total human resource potential ol their institutions.
As opposed to telling, they use questions to encourage. prompt. and guide.
l'hey listen, and they encourage stall to question every practice instead ol
accepting the status quo. l'hey give stall much latitude in how to do things,
and they install systems to be sure people are working together to solve prob-
lems. '1 hey encourage stall involvement and delegate decision making, but they
make sure that leaders throughout the institution understand the changing
educational market, the college's compilll Iv(' position. and what needs to be
done to improve performance. They have a mind-set that aims to help stall
smceed. not give them orders and catch their mistakes.

1 8
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Leadership Means Promoting a Personal Vision. The personal vision
of the leader, certainly critical in the early. years as our colleges established their
place in postsecondary education, provided strength and reassurance for fol-
lowers. But the "trust me- days arc gone. Personal vision is being replaced by
the need for a shared vision_ nd the invitation to participate in the college's
definition is being extended beyond the campus to involve stakeholders in the
community as well. What ,:ollege can afford to neglect the opinion of employ-
ers and other interest groups in decisions about educational programs? Our
colleges are being asked to establish linkages and collaborations with a variety
of partners; tins extended form of operation is apt to become more important
in the I uture.

Presidents and deans are beginning to get directly involved with key cus-
tomers and staff working on major problems, and they get feedback from sev-
eral sources, not just direct reports. They are beginning to spend their time
differently at work, mostly by interacting with staff in small groups or indi-
vidually, not sitting in formal meetings or reading stall reports. They move to
where the action is instead ol trying to replicate it in the office. Through the
use of focus groups. coininunity surveys, and customer satisfaction measures,
leaders are listening to, acknowledging, and recognizing the messages coming
from within and without and making use of this Intelligence- to fashion a
11s1011 that is consistent with the institution's value base and its constituents'
aspirations. They know that it is commitment, rather than mere compliance,
that will make it possible to stretch the college's aspirations, and they are will-
ing to take the time to he certain that a vision is in place that will evoke com-
mitment I hey know that good leaders do not pushthey pull.

Many other myths prevail, of course. But eliminating just these four IIVIY1
our ibinking about what constitutes good management is a major 1-,icp toward

removing critical obstacles to the work that needs to be done.

Imperatives for Tomorrow

flaying made the point that we believe it is important for colleges to rethink
the way in which they approach management, we acknowledge that the
process is neither (wick nor easy. 'Fhe challenge of getting from A to B, or from
Conhdent to Lager. will take ume and patience, intuition and knowledgemd
consistency of word witb action.

Traditionally, creating change in our colleges has not been difficult. Nlan-
agement reorganizations involving a change ol players are common. Every col-

lege has tried a new. institutional improvement program or process, such as
management by objectives, quality circles, or other imported strategies. More
recently, our colleges have been looking at total quality management and con-
tinuous quality »nprovement programs <1;-, ways to do better with less.

Whatever the suategy, we must remember that these -fixes- do not work
in and of themselves. Two critical elements need to he thoroughly explored by
the college before embarking on any change strategy: cultural lit and cultural

1J
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preparation. Cultural fu relates to the strategy's appropriateness to the institu-
tion, its ht with important characteristics. Prior to implementation, the college
must address questions such as these: What is our history? What is our real-
ity? What arc we really like? What is our ideal? 'What would we like to be il we
could? Flow big i; the gap between reality and the ideal? What is our comfort
level with the changes we will have to make?

Cultural preparation refers to resourcesstall money, talent, experience.
and so fortha college has available to implement a management change. 'Io
determine cultural preparation, other questions need to be asked: What skills
are needed and available? \Vhat do we have to learn to do. or learn to do bet-
ter? \Vhat are the structur.d harriers that will impede our reaching the ideal?

The temptation to delegate these questions to a task force or small work-
ing group must be avoided, dialogue imist be opened to the entire college CM-11-
mutiny. This approach will most likely require a rethinking of the college's
current notions about the meaning and die roles ol management.

From Management to Leadership. While traditionally managers were
expected to control and direct. leaders in innovative colleges today WV redi-
recting their energy toward creating healthy cultures and managing the neces-
sary evolution that will allow the college and its stakeholders to prepare for
adaptation. These leaders use noncoercive strategies that are more concerned
with orchestrating and coordmattng than controlling. I hey ale what Bennis
calls -social architects- N7(1, p. lbo) Rather than relying on authority and
command, these college leaders use their polintal skills to identify ssttes. per-
suade, build t.oalitions, campaign for points ol view, and serve constituencies

Examples of collaboration within colleges are appearing more and more
Irequently mutual gains bargaining, lull part it ipation of collective bargaining
representatives on scnior-levcl college decision-making bodies, concerns ahout
routinely assessing morale, and explicitly acknowledging that faculty and stall
are important -internal customers Kanter t 198g) describes this as being able
to operate without the salet net olluerarclUcal power. It involves redirecting
the collegeS effort toward building respect for authority through relationship
building. shifting the focus front competition to a common concern for excel-
lence, and consistently operating with the highest ethical standards.

This shift in emphasis will likely be more difficult for some managers to
accept than others,' ut inherent in it is a rethinking of wherc good leaders best
spend their time and where their attention is most uselully directed.

From Contml to Outcome Aceountahil4 Abandcming nucromanage-
meni is a key step in fostering innovation in community colleges. Strategies
that reflect the leadership paradigm of consolidated power and top-down con-
trol arc being replaced with a whole new set ol priorities and ways 01 measur-
ing outcomes.

Implied in this broad-brush statement are several important qualtfiers. In
order to I oc1.1!, on accountability. all players need to have a full understanding
ol both the priorities and the expectations of the institution. Administrators

4,
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who are uncomfortable with Unleashing power within an institution often
counter that "you simply cannot have everyone running off and taking initia-
tives at will,- which, of course, is very true. However, if the college has a \Yell-
articulated strategic plan in place and individuals' roles, resources, and
limitations related to the plan have been translated and communicated effec-
tively, the need for step-by-step monitoring and reporting is eliminated. In an
innovative college, stakeholders feel Free to act, within realistic limits, and con-
tribute, in a meaningful way, to achieving the college's goals. If staff believe that
their contributions are meaningful they are more likely to stay involved and
encourage others to do so.

From Complacency to Involvement. Active participation in decision
making, in some form, is an object R.e in most community colleges. A host of
committees, councils, task forces, and decision-makmg groups can be found.
Yet a common concern raised by administrators is the difficulty in finding fac-
ulty and stall who are willing to become involved,

In most colleges the same core group ol committed imlividuals regularly
volunteer to a.-,sist with new initiatives while the minority remain on the side-
lines or on the fence. Tapping this underutilized resource could provide the col-
lege with a rich source of new ideas and energy. The trick becomes how one
goes about doing it Identifying the source of the apathy is an important first
step as it provides necessary clues about its reversal Past experiences may have
led certain individuals to feel that expending the extra ellort to become involved
is not worth it. lot, often our structures provide for -psychological parncipa-
non--participation that leaves the impression Of truly being involvedwhen
in fact the decisions being made ale relatively inconsequential.

For Instance, unless the process is clearly articulated, lacult may he
involved in identifying and ranking capital pnoinies lor their depaitment, hut
actual decisions about how the funds will he allocated are made at the chair-
person's or dean's level. The misunderstandings and disappointments that
ensue discourage future involvement Or, as one faculty member put it, "They
ask us what we think, and we tell them. But they go ahead and do what they
were going to do anyway Its like talking into a black hole. And sooner or later

you Just stop talking.-
Achieving involvement requires interest and substantive participation in

the niStit Luton's decision making It demands active involvement in decision
making about signilicant issues It implies that the involvement of the stake
holders in determining the direction of the institution. in getting involved in
die "bigger picture.- crosses Functional and hierarchical boundaries. It

acknowledges that a variety ol perspectives can enrich the ultnnate decision
and that regardless of rank or title, the more skills that can bc brought together
around the table, the better off the college will be.

To achieve such involvement, it is important to rethink the way in which
information is shared within the college. This shift means reexamining t fah-
tional notions about what is "confidential- and committing to the open sharmg
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of facts and figures that may, at times, not he complimentary hut nevertheless
truly reflect current reality. It requires an Investment of time and resources to
ensure that all stall using information have an understanding of the tssues to
which the information is addressed. All too often, participation breaks down
when those involved do not have the same knowledge base or understanding
of the task requirements.

A good example of a breakdown caused by lack of knowledge is the prac-
tice ol -rapid immersion strategic planning' used by some colleges Executive
administrators lorm strategIc plannmg task forces by Inviting representatives
rom a diagonal slice ol the organization to ensure adequate representation

nom the various consntuencies. The task force lumps in and gets going On the
task ol planning wulibut taking the tune to be sure that its members share a
common understandmg of what constitutes good planning, without corning
to agreement 011 a Common m.'1 of planning definitions, and w iiliout clarifying
( ollective obiect IVeS litimately, frustrations surface that undermine

nicinhers' sense of pride and ownership in t he process and the product
These unsatisfying experiences It unlikely that the individual will he will-
ing to volunteer again or that planning will produce important results

faking care to ensure that the training and resource needs of the players
are addressed is an important step in encouraging and in reducing the distance
that all too often exists between the academic and administrative ( ultures
within otir colleges

From Isolation to Integration. ,(tnic argue kit ultuml -the
separation of the ,kadenii«ir faculty culture 1 roni the adnutustranve or or-
porate- (ulture--is an inevItable barrier to college-wide involvement. \Vhile it
is important to at knowledge the differences in priorities and even. HI sonic
cases, definitions ft-4'd Ov -acadeillic- as oppose(l to administrators.- ways to
create brIdgmg experiences that will inform and integrate rather than perpet-
uate isolanon need to be sought

Integration involves helping each group gam experience with and Infor-
mation about the issues and problems facing the other. It entails encouraging
stall to find out what is going OH in other departments and service units. even
if the relationship is unclear or unimportant. Integrated colleges foster respect
lor the expertise of &Heim groups, the at knowledge the reality that each has
its own pnonties within its own dom,un and that each is entitled to have a
greater voice ni certain kinds of decisions. But the focus is on a common set
ol goals and values that emphasize solidant) rather thui differences

eaders in integrated colleges know that an important pan of their func-
tion is to help constituents "connect the dots---to explain the linkages and the
Importance ol the institution's strategic Initiatives I hey foster a sense of -us-
as opposed to the traditional "we/they- dichotomy It is easy to forget that the
importance ol a new college Inman% e may not be sell-evident to all of 11:-,

members. In the absence of clearly communicated connections, faculty and
staff often view new priorities as merely this year's management lad. I he
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Interconnections need to be explained. the Obledi Ives clearly linked to impor-
tant Improvements. and relevance imide

Conclusion

Whiu have tended to he management-induced and management-directed con-
cerns in community colleges about improving quality, enhancing ability to
respond to progranl markets. innovation and responsiveness, and stall devel-
opment during times 01 resource constraint need to become the shared con-
cerns and issues ol the broader college community. We stIggest that t
can only happen 11 we are wiling to reopen the dialogue about how we can
best approach the management ol our institutions.

Reexamining the status quo, dispensing with myths that impede our
to he creative and innovative, and making changes where necessary to

rest rut ture management by involving more stall m decisions that allect [row-
lille scrvites Ore important first steps. 'Tager,- revitaltzed tolleges--those that
will thrive, not simply survive--will be those that emphasize leadership over
management. accountability over ontrol, involvement over complacency, and
Integration over isolation

ertainly there are no quick lixes, but a sullicient number oh success sto-
ries in community colleges today prove that it t an he done. rhe que!-,tion
Are leaders willing to spend the time and energy rethinking the business ol
illanagement?
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An whiptive institution is one that !mows 0 lot about itself through
.faculty and skiff who ale invoked in identifying challenges mul in
creating pmgratn5 MCC( chan,ging needs.

Adapting Institutional Structure
and Culture to Change
Robert

luman beings revere imd reioice in the birth process; It symbolizes umesval
and hope and often taps into, stirs, or enlivens our best impulses A birth can
inspire a deeply felt sense ol optimism, well-being, and increased apprecia-
tion lor life's possibilities. Any noble or mundane beginning reflects some of
these positive feelings, whether it is the initial stages ol a grand project or the
first day of a new semester. so too with Ingher education; however lofty, each
institution began as an idea that committed and talented people nurtured into
reality

Many community colleges were created in the high-energy, -botmdless
horizons- period alter \\örkl \\Tar II. As the (-71 Bill sent thousands of veterans
home with money and encouragement to invest in education and training,
communities responded By setting up progriuns wherever there was space
in high schools, libraries, even garages. All that scented necessary were a class-
room, a course, and a teacher. Classes were welcomed and filled; both the
challenge and response were very satisfactory to those involved. Faculty came
from .;econdary classrooms and counseling ollices, other colleges and business
and industry with a common desire to teach. A student-centered rather than
research-accented locus prevailed in the early assignment. It was an adventure.
The early college communities had a pioneer spirit that encouraged teamwork,
cooperm ton, and Ilexibilit

Founding administrators communicated the message that a concept was
being mobilized. -fhe participation of all players was Both significant and nec-
essary. Each college has its legendary story, such as the dean who became tired
of faculty requests for phone lines and installed a pay phone or the facilities
manager who received a hundred not quite adult-sized desks because the
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school supply company figured "junior college- must he a misprint of "juntor
high.- Many faculty who are still teaching were part of those days and usually
rentlillsce with a sense of loss, even though, of coltrse, everyone now has a
phone, the desks are the proper 17..e, and the instructional environment Is
immensely improved and supported hy all maimer of high-technology wiz-
ard ry.

Success Has Some Casualties

When the I higher Education Act of ft./05 passed, there were (154 two-year col-
leges. By 1085 there were 1,150 two-year colleges. representing more than 40
percent ol institutions ol higher education and accounting lor 14 percent of all
first-tune college freshmen kAdelman. 1Q01, p. lndlYtclual enrollments
so;ired. In the boom years of the I ou0s community colleges were openmg itt
the rate ol one per week and growing rapidly to nh..et baby hoomers. demailik.
By the 1080s these colleges were attempting to accommodate enrollment
growth, state control, proliferating local demands, new student constituencies.
and collective bargammg. I he seemingly endless pool ol students allowed
many Instnutions to settle into the comfort of tradmon, control. and compl,i-
ceneya circumstance that affected the orgainzanonal development 01 man
community colleges.

Procedures, set up to facilitate necessary lun, Hon, vt hen iti institution
small, 11111 the risk ol evolving Into tigid gindeimes. Oben a rule can endure
long abet the original reason lor establishmg a procedure is forgotten. A-, fledg-
ling nisi illations wit h a desire lor quality and standatds ol excellence, CO11111111-
nity colleges invemed rules and procedure-, as they were needed. Oyer link' it
hierarchy for management developed and rules proliferated, giving commu-
nity colleges many ol the characteristics of a complex hureaueracy.

I he community college concept, based on identifying and serving the
postsecondary needs of a local area, can suffer Irom this kind ol rule-driven,
tight Inerarchy. Ihe hoard ol trustees and senior administrators may derive a
sense of legitimacy and safety frorn this controlled environment, hut from-line
administrators, faculty, and stall glued) protest since the ability to execute an
idea Is diminished and responsiveness is slowed to a -,Itts.;g1,-,h pat e. Individu-
als attempting to respond to percetved changes with innovative mstructional
approaches. creative programs. or ddlerent strategies can he frustrated hy a sys-
tem that has lost resilience and has replaced Ilextbilny with form or a set ol
standard pract tees.

Such influences are not easy to pmpoint..lhe institution continues to grow
and appears to be well-run and efficient Students are content, and !acuity
seem sansf ied with a system that makes all the necessary decisions hut does
not intrude into classrooms. Only when responstveness to c hange or the issue
ol climate and morale conies into the spotlight las m an opportunity lor cut-
neulum development or an itistitunonal sell-study for accrednat ton) do the
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I rustrations Id tension surface Recognizing the dynamics at work and then-
larger implications for inst itutional development provides college leaders with
an (opportunity for renewal through sell-analysts.

Structure and Function Nlismatch

\lanv of today's large multicampus comprehensive conununitv colleges were
once small riendly enterprises Farl ). colleges were often adiuncts (of the local
secondary school system ohen and Rrawer, I Q80, p. 41 The rigid hierarchies
t 'hit evolved to administet many community colleges are no doubt at least
partly a legacy Irom the public school hureauo racy As demands increased from
l(ocal and state fig,encies for cost control and gtowth, centralized planning pro-
Ideratedmd chol managerial hierarchies. 1 he organizational structure most
o. ommonly used to manage growth 111 many colleges is the controlled pyramid
(of secondary eduo anon

Involving centralized control and top-down decision making. the pyra-
midal organization does not In the «ommunity college concept particular!)
\\ ell. lit] colleges have heen huilt on a nadmon of innovation and efficiency
in responding to l(ocal needs -I heir goals are to provide for the learning, needs
and \\ ants of the community tcohen and Brawer. I 080, p 7 lo continue to
modily mid tailor instructional programs ,ind ser\ R es to lo( al needs. a respon-
sive and Ile\ thle management system is needed.

Many commtuntv colleges are hegmning to discover a mismatch ol form
and I tint non I here is a growing realization that ,OnIC ttistiilitiolls have
beo onle entities whose snucture may he impednig progress.] hese :ire

With 11101-(Illahlty 11P,t111C1lonal progrAIIIN quald ied faculty, and
well-run support units I lowever. they have become staticmd the energy and
refinvity of the earl) days has largely disappeared.

The Adaptive Institution

I he strength ol an\ organization is founded in self-knowledge and a continu-
ous process ol analysis and renewal linty of purpose invigorates the mission
of n institution and encourages CIVal.11Ity and risk taking An adaptive Insti-
tut ion is one that Lhow..a lot ahout itself through faculty and stall who are
involved In identifying challenges and ni creating programs to nice) changing
needs.

lb fulfill their mis onsi( I0. service and timely response to local community
needs, communit) colleges must anticipate changes In the environment. cope
with changing educational needs, and he sensitive to fluctuating demograph-
ics and shilting poluioal imperatives A rigid hierarchical organization does not
allow for the free flow of information and dialogue among units needed to
adapt to o hange LICCe-0-; is more likely in an otgx dill, on \\ hose o,ultuie
acknowledges that everyone must, at least 00 casioi all) he a : ado!
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We can use t rends in the emerging economy to illustrate the importance
01 management structure in adapting to cIrange 10 be in the forefront of
change, community colleges must anticipate and respond to the needs of an
economy whose competitive edge is the skill level of its work force. Tradition-
ally community colleges have provided access to education and training for
students who have been excluded by the selective and linear nature of four-
year postsecondary programs. Today the information age is here. Women will
make up 64 percent of the new entrants to the work force by the year 2000
..\clelman, 1902, p. D. The United States is experiencing the greatest wave Of

immigration in a hundred years KIarreau. 19921. -I.he lastest-growing segment
of the U.S. labor force will soon be minorities The fastest-gromng segment of
society will consist of those who are hying below the poverty level. To com-
pete \VII n the economy of a global village that offers limitless cheap labor and
tax incentives, the United States must counter with the intelligence and skill
of an educated and highly skilled work force.

The task before community college leaders is to shape institutions that will
be comfortable with these new realities. Colleges must he prepared to adapt
curricula and support services to the changing marketplace and to the chang-
ing study body, not only offering traditional transfer, technical, and develop-
mental programs but also marketing responsive packages of training and skill
development. Alternate delivery systems for instructional programs will grow
in importance as the need to reach large audiences of students with shrinking
or static resources increases.

A management model that values cantinuous improvement and is sensi-
tive to external pressures must be nurtured if community colleges are to deal
with the shifting demands ol the global marketplace. This model is the core
feature of an organization we know as the -adaptive community college--a
college in which decentralized decision making and personal empowerment
along with shared vision of institutional purpose and accountability for results
get things done Decentralized control is a risky venture that must be balanced
by the development of a common purpose and set of values. The challenge for
leaders is to promote a common culture that is imbued with the principles of
teamwork. flexibility, and continuous improvement. Perhaps the most critical
clement is the functioning of cross-unit, task-centered teams committed to stu-
dent success.

Continuous Quality Improvement:
A Resource, Not a Panacea

I he concept of continuous quality improvement has gained increasing visibil-
ity as a strategy to solve a host of perceived concerns in modern organ:zanons.
A locus on continuous improvement can provide a useful framework for
change if there is an organizational philosophy in place that is open to change
and willing to adapt. current definitions locus on six facets that can transform
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an organization (Tuttle, 1()89, p. 4). all with relevance to community colleges
in transition:

Make constant unprovement the number (Ine priority. Reframe the mission to
locus on assisting more students to achieve their educational goals successfully.

Focus On students and co-workerc LN service re( elveri. build students' per-
spectives into every aspect of the college, with faculty and staff thinking Of
themselves as part of internal service units where they are both the users and
providers of services.

Focus on prevention. Program carefully for appropriate assessment, advis-
ing, and placement designed to increase a student's likelihood of success.

Manage by data Rely on assessment to determine the progress and goal
achievement of entering students, and use information for planning and revis-
ing programs.

Lntoimrcie,e total emplot cc 1111(41011ent. Foster an environment in which fac-
ulty and staff leel connected to the teaching/learning process, take ownership
and accountability, and feel that the organization supports and appreciates their
efforts.

Establish a cross-functioul Jilministration. Communicate freely without
regard to the structure of the organization, with authority and decision mak-
ing based on expertise as close to the need as possible.

The prtnciples and underlying values of continuous quality improvement
foster a workplace that allows people to grow, make use of their abilities,
increase in self-esteem, and make a valued contribution. However, quality
impiovement principles should be viewed as a resource for change, not a
panacea. Adopung continuous quality improvemeAt from a formulaic
approach \\all not work for community colleges. Administrators and faculty
express a natural resistance to the bottom-line philosophy of business that
equates customer satisfaction to increased profits. In addition. there are real
differences in measurmg outcomes according to product control rather than
service satisfaction. Although the principles and techniques of a continuous
quality improvement process apply equally well to services, business, and man-
ufacturing, the difference between services and products creates problems
\\ hen applying a product-oriented approach to a service-oriented organization.

The concept ol continuous quality improvement can nonetheless be inte-
ffated into the culture of a community college Each instructor and staff mem-
ber who makes a commitment to an Ong( ong assessment of personal
performance contributes personally to a climate ol excellence. Individual
accountability and a sense of shared responsibility for student success must
take root as institutional values. I he relationship of rising customer satisfac-
tion to increasing profits validates the emphasis on excellence and service in
the private sector. But the rewards for educators are more elusive. They are
integrat, d into the gratification that each member of the college community

periences through vicarious successes of students. In community colleges
we have always; used materials at hand to promote learning and growth.

n
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(ontinuous quality improvement can he a vehicle for organizational change if
the goal is to improve teaching and learning, not to evaluate faculty or staff

Are other options available to community college leaders as ihey attempt
to adapt organiz.monal structure to changing student and community needs?
Do other remedies exist for community colleges experiencing a midlife crisis?
Borrowing from the ideas of management pundits such as Peters and Water-
man t I(-)821 and the tenets of continuous quality management, but adapting
them to the culture of community colleges. I suggest the following approach
to organizational change:

Recognize the problent I herarehies, formal communication systems, and
policies that encourage the status quo create a climate ol lethargy in which stu-
dent and community needs become problems to he addressed rather than
opportunities for challenge or creative problem solving. Initiative and owner-
ship are discouraged, and existing practices remain intact, which therehy deters
iImovat ton.

Prescribe remedies. II is essential to refocus the college mission on chang-
ing communtty educational needs rather than existing programs and practices.
The following principles should be promoted.

SIrcs shared values. Institutional values h as the primacy of teaching and
learnmg. personal empowerment. mutual trust, opennessmd dedication to
student development and excellence should he internalized he the college
community.

Lox a bias for action. The institution should encourage a work ethic in which
individuals are willing to take on problems and act rather than look the othei
way

Personalize the customer (student): l he concept of meeting student needs
should become the orientation of ewry college ollice

Encourage autonomy and entrepreneurship: Every member of die college cool-
1-11unlly should take ownership for individual professional contributions.
become informed, and be ready to make changes as needed.

Foster productivity through people. 1)11,1illii change should become an hon-
ored value that Is anticipated rather than feared.

Keep the approach simple and stall lean: Bureaucratic pro«.durcs and admin-
istrative layers ol review shoukl be kept to a minimum.

Balance Control and latitude.1 he development of judgment and decision-mak-
ing skills should be encouraged at every level of the institution.

1:quate organizational change with growth. Hat tenmg the h terim liv and push-
ing authority toward the student and service user will stimulate the

Build a shared vision around common values Especially important are the
lowing values: stud.mt needs I irst . community assessment and feedback, pro-
gr..im assessment for quality and efficacy free-flow mg information. (lei ision
making involving tho.-(c affected and .11 the most practk ill level, accountahlItt
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Table 2.1. Decision-Making Processes in Community Colleges
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PIO( CNNes dr, I )c iiti iiIi.cf Nlodel

\eit anthoritt
.eatIcr-.1up and nhumgetnent

\ Ionnoring

Planning

0111C,

011111111111i,111011

NWITI.11

communny
Internal onentanon

ott oika.)

entrah.:etl
Controlling
hmernal supervi,ion

t'entral data e ItAt

vi
Prot 01111111A I

I.ong term. ennah:ctl

\ tint mum .tanthrd
hi:ran:hit al

I. onliontation

01111)0111\V

Oclegated
Fat-dilating
Internal ownership u.laia
gathering. reviewing.

it:potting)
cinpott crwent

Result, oriented
ba,ed. opportunity

Oriented. ad hot . long terin
Connnuous improvement
Atl hot
Proact ive

I. ooperat lye

for improved results ac(ompanving decision making. self-actualization facili-
tated by s..tperv;sors.. and strident feedback dnvmg innovation and improve-
ment.

ertam operational functions ,ire intrinsic in any orgi minion; the critical
difference is in how these are handled. By recasting then administrative
processes, community colleges can change their organizat tonal culture For
example a maior departure from traditional management is the movement
from centralized to decentralized control. In the hierarchical organization char-
acteristic of man\ of our colleges, information goes upind a decision comes
down. Decentralizatton distributes authority throughout ilk institution by del-
egating responsibility for decision-making. rabic 2.1 reviews important dif-
ferences in the approach to decision-making.

In a decentralized model. leadership facilitates change rather than con-
trolling behavior Accountability is based on results and responsiveness rather
than following a series (il procedures. Output is measured by continuous eval-
uation rather than minimum standards Inculcating a new management vision
conies slowly, but the proress is an invigorating and empowering experience
for a college community Once faculty and stall begin to believe in their own
remive potential for continuous iniprovenlent, the course is set. 1 he organi-

zation will continue to develop, a revitalization of spirit and loilimitnletlt vill
have taken root

A Case Study in Revitalization

\lontgomely College in Maryland may be seen as ,m example of the dillk Hite
involved ill moving a \\ ell Han. solid, and seasoned institution be\ ond very
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good- to "outstanding.- The college, founded in 1946, has grown from a small
tightly knit academic community of fifteen faculty to a complex three-campus
system with more than eleven hundred full-time employees. Over time, a
structured hierarchy of administrators and supervisors evolved that controlled
operations through highly formalized rules that governed every corner of oper-
ations and were compiled into an institutional bible known as the Policies and
Procedures Manual. Communication was controlled by a strictly enforced pro-
tocol of signatures. Each campus was tightly administered by a provost, who
reported to an academic vice president. This officer, along with a vice presi-
dent for administrative services and a vice president for planning, made up a
central administration that included directors of support functions and
reported directly to the president.

As Montgomery College entered its fifth decade, the institution had grown
to over 460 full-time faculty, 130 academic programs, 23,000 credit students,
and 22,000 noncredit students managed through a bureaucratic structure as
shown in Figure 2.1. Externally the college enjoyed a well-deserved reputation
for quality. Nevertheless, response time to outside initiatives was slow. Inter-
nally the system had come to lack spontaneity and the mutually supportive
culture that characterized the early days of the institution.

By 1987 stresses were becoming apparent. "Turf- issues among the cam-
puses were becoming more acrimonious, and stall were increasingly isolated
by narrowly interpreted parameters of responsibility and specialization. Dur-
mg 1985-80 the president had dozens of meetings with small groups (five to
eight people) of employees to discuss the college and its potential. These meet-
ings revealed that faculty and staff felt that Montgomery College was an insti-
tution of high quality, a place where they liked to work but felt stifled by policy
lack of recognition. and limited understanding of their work.

An accreditation self-study completed in 1987 confirmed this underlying
sense of dissatisfaction and lowered morale. While these issues were not seen
as threatening to the life of the institution, they were indicative of a general
malaise that was keeping the college from achieving its potential I. Irged by the
hoard ol trustees, the president began a six-month sabbatical to reflect on the
present needs and future direction of the college.

After a great deal of reading, contemplation, and discussion, the president
returned to the college and launched an initiative dubbed "revitalization.- Revi-
talization t with philosophical roots in the writing ol Tom Peters,.John Kotter,
lohn Gardner, and others, as well as the literature of total quality management)
was specifically tailored to the unique circumstances of Montgomery College.
It was designed to reaffirm the commitment ol the college to tea( hing and
learning within a work ethic ol personal initiative and empowerment, mdi-
vidualized recognition, teamwork, risk taking, and high-quality performance.

rhe central goal, simply stated, was to revitalize a large complex college
that by most standards was doing a good job but was plagued by problems 01
communication. bureau '. racy, individual isolation, and too much structure All
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of these factors made it cumbe(some for indiOduals to accomplish routine pro-
cedures, let alone to look for r,ew opportunities to be innovative.

The first step was to flatten the organization. The vice-presidential level of
the hierarchy was eliminated, and a chief administrative officer (CAO) was
appointed to be a part of the office of the president. Bureaucratic barriers were
eliminated, and the whole collcge community was called on to participate in
an effort to reshape the institution through a personal commitment to contin-
uous improvement. The major objective was to galvanize the college commu-
nity and infuse the institution, once again, with some of the excitement,
creativity, teamwork, and shared purpose of serving the community's educa-
tional and training needs.

The first reaction of the college community was shock, as the organiza-
tional structure flattened out and the hierarchy crumbled. Communication was
opened up throughout the system and decision making pushed close to the
level of service, as shown in Figure 2.1. The administrative level c.osest to the
teaching and learning process, the cleans, was given significantly more author-
ity. They were charged with facilitating change and engaging the talents of fac-
ulty in a new approach to their responsibilities.

The sixteen cleans represented the crucial communieation link to 400 lull-
ume faculty and, through the faculty, to students and the community. Formerly
these deans had been insulated from the president by three administrative lay-
ers, now they met directly to surface and review issues. The provosts, previ-
ously the controlling adnunistrators on campus, were asked to function as
facilitators, coaches, and mentors. The former role of the cabinet as a sound-
ing board on legal issues, public relations, and other topical concerns was
altered -1 he reconfigured cabinet, composed of the CAO, the provosts of the
campuses and continuing education, the chair of the faculty assembl)., and the
chair of the staff senate now functioned as a team to consider the college's
maior educational issues and articulate them to the rest of the institution.

Several issues rapidly emerged. The culture of control was deeply embed-
ded in the organization. 1 he roles and the expectations were new, but the play-
ers were not Nlany administrators bitterly regretted what they perceived as a
loss of control in the new culture of shared power. Others felt unprepared for
their new responsibies. The human resources staff, for example, had an
exquisitely honed hierarchy of training opportunities for specilic needs
supervisory skills, professional development, and so on. They were not pre-
pared to hear that they would play a critical role in building and nurturing a
new culture of continuous improvement, personal empowernlent. and team
effort.

Although it was anticipated that the process of change would be slow and
incremental, resistarke and mistmderstanding among the administrative team
were surprising. he constituencies of the institution reacted to revitalization
in different waV's The hoard ol trustees, for example, ,,upported the idea. some
administratoN were excited and energized by the t.hangt. others \\ etc petn-
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lied. Faculty were skeptical but enthusiastic about the concept. Staff members,
baffled by hearing that they were to use initiative and personal judgment after
years of rigid control by supervisors, were mostly confused. Students, major
potential beneficiaries of revitalization, were oblivious.

Nurturing a New Culture. Providing a rationale for change was the most
critical clement in the early stages of revitalization. Montgomery College had
become a comfortable, predictable environmentone in which most instruc-
tors and staff believed they were contnbuting to quality rather than impeding
change. A series ot intensive training sessions was begun, using external and
internal trainers to raise the consciousness of the college community. Anthony
Carnevale ilO821, a widely respected economist, spoke to faculty leaders about
the changing world economy and the emerging needs of the United States. Ile
pointed out that to be competitive, workers must be able to think quickly, take
authority, and make rapid judgments. The same qualities that will pi-epare stu-
dents for this highly skilled work force need to be valued in the educational
institutions that prepare them. In the dynamic, swiftly shifting requirements
of the new economy, institutions have an obligation to examine their priorities
and process.

Several additional strategies for creating a dynamic culture of eonnnuous
improvement were identified and implemented over several months to sup-
port the conception of revitalization. A senior administrator was designated as
a change agent for a period of two years, to work with administrators and ['ac-

uity. A respected stall member was reassigned to work with stall concerns. The
human resources department developed a comprehensive training plan. A
series 01 awards for pet sonal and team accomplishment was established. Each
unit was asked to determine improvements in their service and/or product.
Frequent meetings between groups of administrators and the president were
scheduled. Faculty, stalk and administrators were encouraged to commitilicate
by electronic mail, so that everyone, including the president, was electronically
accessible. Discussions of a new governance system started with faculty, and
discussions for a new planning process were opened. A committee began to
explore a new administrative evaluation system. Retreats were held for learn-
ing and sharing experiences Finally, senior administrators were reminded to
model the behaviors of continuous improvement: flexibihty, coaching, risk tak-
ing, and team-centered activities.

Commitment to Quality: Testing the New Culture. fhese strategies
were in place for only eighteen months when f iscal disaster struck The state
and local county governments announced major revenue shot dans and a series
ol budgetary reductions to the Montgomery College. Dire possibilities were
discussed, from severely cutting programs to furloughs and termination ol fac-
ulty and staff. In fiscal year log I. the college was forced to reduce or defer over
a million dollars worth ol capital projects and absorb another million dollars
01 state redut lions to the operating budget sonic members of the college com-
munity who had previously been silent i ritics ol revitalization now openly

r")
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questioned the wisdom of committmg resources to a management fad" when
dollars were short.

As the economic situation worsened. it became clear that the fiscal cnsis
at the college provided both danger and opportunity. 1 he new participatory
culture of personal empowerment and shared decision making allowed the
institution to confront t hc reality of possible downsizing and reassessment of
resources as a community. .1-he president and the board of trustees began a
proc,:ss of collahoranve review and analysis to affirm priorities identify appro-
pnate changes, and recommend reallocation of current and projected
resources.

process. which eventually spanned two years, began with across-the-
hoard budget cuts of 10 percent to each college unit I 'nits were instructed to
identify cuts while safeguarding the central nussion of the college: the teach-
in0earning process. Each unit evaluated budgets and volunteered reductions
of unit choice up to 10 percent Positions, equipment, travel, professional
development, training, and other activities were evaluated for reduction.

I he hoard ol trustees held a dav-long open hearing to listen to the college
and community as they brought forth concerns about the reductions and sug-
gestions for lowering e\penditures and enhancing revenues. 'Elie entire college
community as well as groups such as the faculty congress, the staff senateind
the administrative team were asked to provide suggestions either at the hear-
nig or in writing to the hoard. Over one hundred suggestions were eventually
received, reviewed, and distilled into forty-live distinct alternatives I he pres-
ident and the cabinet developed work groups to research the suggestions mid
arrive at a position statement to address each one. An all-day retreat of I 50 fac-
ulty and stall leaders was called to obtain feedback on these positions l'he
position statements, as well as the group comments, were distnhuted for addi-
tional feedback to the entire collet.!,e

I he cabinet then reviewed the positions and college-wide input and rec-
ommended a course ol action on eikh alternative to the boaid of trustees. At
a final open hearing. the hoard accepted fourteen suggesnons for immediate
implementation and another eighteen for funher study. and it decided against
thirteen. File new culture ol open communication. cooperation, and shared
values had made it possible for the institution to make changes which would
have been divisive and loudly denounced In another era. I he crisis had pro-
vided the opportrumy to assess priorities and make changes ui st.11111141,. pro-
grams, and procedure:,

Out of eleven hundred stall positions. ',INteell \\VIC eliminated and another
thirty were reallocated. Programs and services were evaluated, lees instituted,
henef ii s adjusted. and support systems downsized I however. not one faculty
position was eliminated, not one healthy academic program was suspended,
mid not one emplo\ ec was terminated l'he college community had partici-
pated intensively in a stressful piocess that ultimately left the college lean.
health\ . and rededicated to the mission of leaching, leanung. and student success.
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The Mission Is the Message

(rowth is inevitable; the alternative is death or atrophy. An institution con-
ceived to meet community needs must ,,:ontinue to change as the environment
changec lb understand the impact of growth and structure on the organiza-
tion, it is necessary to relate both process and structure to an underlying phi-
losophy. Each community c.ollege has a vision and mission. TIne mission is
successful if information is developed to determine relative success and the
basis lor improvement.

Nlission, vision and direct ni must he in congruence to achieve continu-
ous improvement Only the people who make up the organization can bring
these into harmony. Individual employees need to k-el that their contributions
are important and make a dillerence. frue empowerment occurs when instruc-
tors and stall take lull ownership of their lobs and begin to evaluate themselves
and their performance. II the prevailing ethic promotes a cycle ol sell-knowl-
edge, sell-evaluationind personal responsibility. improvement will occur. In
such a system. employees tist: evaluation and review to determine success tcon-
gruence ol mission. vision, diretion) and rediret. t H net.essar\ . kvaluation is
used to facilitate continuous improvement Ibis is true cluality management,
and It Lan be achieved only when people are made to !eel their power within
the organization and th,:n use this power to further the vision and mission ol
the institution

I hese !actors .an give t.ommunity colleges a competitive edge in training
workers lor a worldwide ei_onomy. An enlightened stall consisting of people
oniinitted to k. ontinuous improvement and excellence will make the dilbet

ence ii institutional winners and losers. continuous improvement, ownership.
empowerment, and (onstani self-evaluation will build a cvL le ol success lor
community colleges and replenish the enerq and opunlism of then early days
01 development.
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Canadore College's Associates Model of Governance views Mei archy
as a value-added process rather titan a compliance conttol

From Boxing to Ballet:
Remaking a Community College

Garth Jackson, Nancy Moulton

1 he mid I t)80s were a time of growth and development in the province of
Ontario. As the decade came to a close, the federal government concluded its
free trade discussions with the United states with the signing ol the Free lrade
Agreement. Significant economic adjustment occurred, with ollke.; closing and
hundreds of people hecommg unemployed. Shortly thereafter, the federal gov-
ernment imposed a general sales tax on most goods and services in Canada.
With the application of this new federal tax and the Free Frade Agreement, a
number of businesses, particularly in manufacturing, closed offices in Canada
and relocated in the United Sues where labor and transportation were per-
ceived to be cheaper. Ontario, as the major manufacturing center for the coun-
try, was significantly affected by these events. As businesses closed and
thousands of people joined the ranks ol the unemployed, the costs lor social
support systems rose dramatically, provincial expenditures increased signili-
candy, and provincial tax revenue decreased dramatically.

In two-year colleges, senior administrators were attempting to cope with
entirely new problems (overnment support in the form ol transfer payments,
which had previously increased at a nominal rate, weft dramatically reduced,
whereas expenditures continued to increase as a result of new social legisla-
tion, larger benefit and pension contributions, and escalating demands for
postsecondary and skill training. 1 he real dollar value of the transfer payments
was quickly decreasing. As government became more aware of its financial
realities, colleges were informed that transfer payments would be frozen and.
indeed, current funding levels woukl he reduced.

This crisis of reduced funding and increased demand left colleges with no
choice hut to make deep expenditure reductions in an alarmingly short period
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of time. Cuts ol this type delv all normal rules of consultation and leave in their
wake administrators harboring concerns about the quality of education and
si ics in the work environment and faculty and support stall feeling removed
from decision making Over time, it becomes obvious that the old way of doing
business must change. reative solutions require input from support star and
facuhy as well as the consumersthe students.

Governance in Transition

Nineteen ( olleges of Applied Arts and 'tech Ino.ogy (CAA Is) were established
twenty-hve years ago in Ontario "to provide courses of types and levels
beyond, or not suited to, the secondary school setting: to meet the needs of
graduates from any secondary school program, apart from those wishing to
attend university: and, to meet the educational needs of adults and out-of-
school youth, whether or llot they are secondary school graduates.' (Ontario
Department of Education. p 11). At the time, North flay, a city of approxi-
mately fifty thousand people. became home to one of the Northern Ontario
satellite campuses Wit lun live ears. the campus separated from its parent
Institution, and anadore college became an independent CANl

The CAA Is were unique in that each was governed hy its own board of
governors consisting of twelve appointed volunteers, and every academie pro-
gram had an advisory committee ol career practitioners appoint ed by and
reporting to the board In turn, the advisory body to government. the )ntario

ouncil ol Regents. provided recommendations to the appropriate provinctal
minister and recommended the appointment of all members ol boards. In
addition to other responsibilities, the Council of Regents maintained a central
negotiating role in collective haigaining with the academic and support staff
unions ol each college and in the creation and terms and conditions for
employment of administrative stall.

Lanadore. like most other colleges established during the late lQ00s and
early 1070s, operated with a normal top-down hierarchical structure common
to the "growth- businesses of the time. I:arly in the collegeS devlopment , the
fotmdmg president realized that these new postsecondary institutions must
establish their legitimacy within the community and province. milder his guid-
ance and direction, highly skilled faculty and stall were lnred; students

quired a high level of skill and knowledge and quickly found employment
alter graduation; attractive facilities were built, instilling a ,ense of pride in
the institution: and a strong camaraderie developed as stall flourished in this
environment and worked collectively for the good of students. Enrollment
grew and resulted m two major additions to the main campus and the acqui-
sition of a large centrally located facility that would later become the tech-
nology center.

In IQ00, the clectton of a new government in Ontario provided the oppor-
tunity to develop a new agenda for faculty and staff. The new government
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focused on social issues such as Nutt\ and div_srsitv while dealing with the
demand for a rest rudured economy. Shifting employment patterns in Ontario
made lifelong learning and college access a high pnonty with government As
the population became mon' mobile in its search lor employment, the need for
ret.ognized standards within the colleges became apparent. Immigrant popu-
lation increased and a large numher of mature adults enrolled in the colleges,
causing the need for prior learning assessnlent to be addressed. lo ensure that
all within the population had the opportunnv to become contributing mem-
bers ol sot. let \. underrepresented groups were targeted. "I he government's locus
on these groupswomen. natives, Iraneophones. those with spet ml needs.
and visible mmornies---provided the impetus lor a revisioning of the colleges'
future The t. AA Is were to become instruments of puhhc polic . as policy
shilted. colleges were to respond accordingly.

anadore ollege this change signaled a need to move in new direc-
tions It betome apparent that the board ol governors had to become inure

WIth 41,11illi; L ofIcge vision. In the late 1080,, lour internally
elet led tandidates were added to the t.ollege hoard. Int reasmg memhershtp to
sixteen As the college altered till' ontlAt lor governance, the board enhanced
its opportunmes to meet with the students and stall 'stall began to attend
!man] ollininteC meetings regulark. and a varlet\ of t ommittees, consisting ol
representatives Irom all tonsmuent groups. started to meet vs ith the boaid
Imo] to ns regular monthly incellug

Legacies of. Top-1)own Management

Internally, faculty and support stall had to he piepared lor t he Opportunity
and responsihilities of shared governance Puring hill Hon senior adminis
traioN of the college met with approximately one-third ol the college employ-
ees ',mall groups of ten to fifteen. representing all constituent groups,
inlormally proykled their thoughts on the college's future. During this process
ol information gathering, many comments about input b stall and the lack
of chret t response hy administration \\ ere heard It was tiet Ided that three
representatives I rom eat h group would meet with senior administrators to
receive and dtscuss it-suits of the meetings. A brief summary of the results
follows.

)1,011r:orlon 1 he college was perceived to be disintegrated, tompentive.
territorial, and isolated. Nlandate, lor committees were often unknown or
unclear. file need for a lorum for corporate information sharing and decision
making, other than the 1:NeL utive Nlanagement Committee, was identified. It
\vas suggested that the college remove invisihie walls in an attempt to work
hetter together

1-inant tab ie:wto«.s concern was expressed that budget decisions were
made with little or no consultation with appropriate groups and that m some
cases linandal ullormatton wa, not shared even among managers ,i.iggestions
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for new initiatives appeared to he stifled or filed in a -hlack hole. taff

expressed interest in participating in budget creation and hecommg More
informed regarding the financial realities ol the college.

Nlark et. Ingand neautment. \Vhile administrators had dOVIOped a niarket-
ing plan, this information had not been dist:llsi,ed with the college as a w'hole.
Those who were aware of the plan felt that it was not focused on college pro-
grams. In cases where administrators had identified targets, many were not
communicated to the appropriate personnel. Faculty expressed keen interest
and desire in bet onling more involved in student recruitment

community It berame apparent that the college did not have a dear plan
with respect to Hs relationship with the external comnlunity. It was highl
regarded hut needed to Illtegratti its CHOU!, \1Ith those of the community.

communication. ',mil did Alot articulate a sense of shared IllitiSiOn or direc-
tion Many claimed isolation4rom one anothei A need lor a coordinated ellon
to share information as well as Ill'Antinonal goals and values was identified.

`-ervif hile nio,t*I the selVkc area!, were providing quality service,
man% persons felt thanhe scrvi«. they nsceived was inadequate and not
aligned \ iih user needs (tenerally. sevice areas wanted to provide good set-

Vice, however. the% tedcd to be driven by the availability of resouices...1 num-
ber of area, liad not hecn thallenged to f lardy their service locus

ofiege mission. Illiaware of the t oilege's mission statement, many stall cre-
ated a peisonal nilsi lor then alea of expertise Although these personal
missions supported the t ollege's nussion and goals, a clear need arose to revi,,it
the nussion and communn ale 11 to the tollege ais a whole.

I finnan resources ',mite suggested that the colleges approadi to profes-
sional development. orientation, and training lor all tollege stall needed to he
reviewed I here appealed to be a lack ol recognition for a Job well done '-;tall
also expres-ed a need lor i t ollege-wide policy lor prolcssional and personal
growth I or all employees.

Curnculum. A number of Cul nculum issues \l erc raised Needs ..:Itch as the
granting ol redit lor prior learning experience, increasing the number of coop-
erative education programs, and developing a hamework lor lifelong learning
were identified.

In summary, a number of Common themes Veere Voiced by faculty and
stall A lack of tilast on the part of college employees was evident, as \vere a
sense of isolation and a feeling that w ork wai-, not valued and creativity not
encouraged or rewarded Nlost employees had little or no t ontept of who their
customers really were.

Front Boxing to Ballet

In cludyllig faculty and stall perception:, of work lite in (.anadore ollege and
sharing information widely, our goal was to redlll'e the size of the black hole-
in governance. wanted to dance rather than box The College Council was
re,tructured to provide acadenut advice to the Office of the President While

4 0
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the original College Council had a membership of approximately seventy peo-
ple and met three times a year, the newly structured council consisted of
twenty-four memberseight students, eight faculty four administrators, and
four support staff, each elected by his or her constituent group. The council
now meets a minimum of ten times during the year.

In response to the issues raised by staff, we presented an Associates
Model for Governance to the board of governors for consideration. The goal
of this model was to move the college, as our staff perceived the challenge,
from one of anxiety, adolescence, compliance, and control to that of adven-
ture, adulthood, accountability, and partnership. Organization development
theorists helped provide the foundation through writings that showed posi-
tive linkages between people and business when people feel involved in the
business.

Canadore College. in many ways, is a collection of people who have cho-
sen to work in the business ol education as opposed to other businc ss(s where
their skills are equally applicable. The most important link is the link between
people and business. To this, people bnng qualifications, experience. profes-
sional skill, capacity, potential, and most of all motivation. But a reality that
profoundly impacts this connection or link is the fact that the business does
not remain static. Because business changes as economic and social variables
affect it, it is important to constantly monitor it, refine it, and adjust It. Com-
munity college business is different from secondary, university, or private trade
school education. As an instrument ol public policy, community college busi-
ness by definition will change as public- policy shifts.

I he purpose of organization is to create a positive working environment,
reflect the changing nature of business for all staff, and feed, nurture and
encourage each of us so that the peoplebusiness link is the strongest possi-
He. In this view, organization is clearly organic rather than static, and the aim
of the organization is to create opportunities for achieving greater staff poten-
tml, encourage morale, and then get out of the way.

The top-down hierarchical organization that Canadore College used to
make decisions and get work done was an organization that got in the way ol
stall. Because of obvious problems associated with an organization of this
typeone that precludes or denies staff involvementa natural temptation
arises to choose a different hierarchical configurationthat is, to move boxes
around to solve the problem. We resisted this temptation on the basis that
changing the number of boxes or incumbents would have short-term value but
no long-term effects. Regardless of the number of boxes and layers in an orga-
nization.,, IneraR by, a compliance control structure persists.

The Associates Model for Governance we presented to the hoard ol gov-
ernance is a significant and very different way of viewing the organization.
canadore has moved toward a VIM ol hierarchy as a value-a, Wed process
rather than a compliance «worol structure. Reflecting on our reality. we
de( ided to avoid hierarchy and use instead a template elaborated by Ricardo
fsemler in his article -Managing Without Managers- (108t-n (sec Figure
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40 CHANGING MANAGERIAL IMPERATIVES

Figure 3.1. The Associates' Model for Governance

III this View, the role ol partners (administrators) is to add value to the
work of the institution. which is rally the work ol the associates faculty and
stall). The role of the counselors t hoard and president) is to add value through
high-performance counseling of all within the college. Essentially this model
moves heyond organizational values of the pastcomphance, control, and boy-
lty.to organizational values ol the futuretrust , participation, partnership,
recognition. innovation, creativity, client service, and student success.

Some changes are immediately apparent when the organization is viewed
this way. Policy work, proposals, projects, and so on, cannot proceed to com-
pletion without majority impact lrom associates. I firing and recruitment can-
not he undertaken without majority impact on decisions from the appropriate
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constituent group. Planning the academic year becomes an associate-based
activity facilitated by partners. Professional development, skills training for
staff, and organizational development assume a high pnonty.

To make this change work, three principles must he recognized: t 1 ) the
mission must he clear, 2 \ the values on which performance is based must he
clear, and t 3) information critical to decision making must be timely and hilly
shared.

Testing the Model

While this model was substantially different from that which had been used
histocally at Canadore College. staff expressed interest in participating and
becoming more involved. The challenge to change the culture of the institu-
tion rather than the -boxes on an organizational chart- was generally agreed to
be worth everyone's ellon.

Testing the model, in the real world of diminishing finances, changing
government policies, and increasing consumer demands is another story -I he
new model was immediately put to work through a number of partnering
activities-

To respond to pressing financial concerns, a LimonManagement
Finance Committee, consisting of equal representation from both unions and
management, was created. While participating in current budget decisions, this
committee began planning its activities to respond to significant budget reduc-
tions in the following year. As part of its planning strategy, the committee
invited input from the college community A total of 142 expenditure reduc-
tion recommendations were provided by stall All recommendations were
recorded, reviewed, and the vast malority implemented.

A Partners' Forum, consisting ol deans, directors, and senior adminis-
tratorS and those having instttutional responsibilities Mc.. the chairs of the Col-
lege Council and the Education and Employment Equity Committee), was
formed and convenes twice a month. This forum pnwides an opportunity to
share information informally and review options tor addressing corporate
issues

A student success Committee, composed of representatives from all
constituent groups. was established to respond to the colleges high rate of attri-
tion The committee meets regularly and reports to the Office ol the President
on a continual basis. As might be expected, one ol their major hndings was
that students were leaving college because of financial problems. As a result.
the Emergency Student 1.oan Fund was immediately doubled to respond to
this short-term financial need.

Service Advisory committees w ere established lor all service areas in
the college l'hese committees, consisting of representatives from all constituent
groups, meet a nummum of three Me:, a ear \ !embers provide advice and
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assistance to the service area, hel,-)ing to locus action, and provide feedback on

quality performance.
Professional development at the college has become a strategic priority

as demonstrated by an increase in the allocation of resources. Departments

have assumed responsibility for the activity within their own areas, and a Cen-

tral Professional Development Committee was formed to ensure that college-

wide activities occur regularly.
The weekly Executive Management Committee meetings were sus-

pended, and short daily meetings are held instead \\ ith the vice presidents

Thts nucleus has become known as the office of the President. Staff members

are invited to meet with the 011ice of the President informally at any time to

discuss any topic requiring immediate action
During the past three years, a number of position papers have been for-

warded to the college Ior Its review and comment. Papers that may have a sig-

nilicant effect on the college as a whole are reviewed by task groups consisting

of members from all constituent groups. While this becomes a time-consum-

ing task. in subsequent discussions and policy development. the college is

more informed, aware of the issues, and can draw from a pool of in-house

experts.
On a broader scale the college has acted as a broker ior the community

in developing and submitting proposals for community projects. \\Thile there

may he limited financial contribution to the college in orgamzing and partici-

patnig in these prolects, the resultant goodwill and networking are significant.

[he college has taken on a legitimate role as a community partner in local

social and eeonomie development.
.1 he college is attempting to determme its effectiveness as it begins the

set ond phase of a three-year operational review. Rather than a special team

designated to conduct operational reVieW, the majority of the review will be

done by in-house !service Advisory Lommittees. The theme for the review,

-customer Service.- was selected by the entire college (VIII inui my. ftc oper-

auonal review steering committee, consisting of representatives from all con-

stituent groups as well as an external ad\ isory group, identihed four areas of

concern associated with customer service: access, planning, innovation and

creativity, and evaluation and monuormg Questions lor re\ tew were formu-

lated by the steering committee A special review team, eonsisting of a mem-

ber ol the Board ol clovernors. the presidents ol both unions, the !student
Representative ( ouncil. and the Administrative Associationis well as the

operational revtew steering committee's external advisor, will review the per-

lonnance of the Board of (lovernors and the Office of the President. l'he pres-

ident participates as a resource person on the team Hie College Council will

be a pnme participant in the academic review. Wh.le this re\ tew (Idlers from

previous ones, it reflects the current climate ol the college and involves all

constituent groups.

4 4
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Looking at the Bottom Line

As the college has moved forward with its Associates Model for Governance, a
number of bottom lines have surfaced that mav be useful to institutions con-
sidering a similar change in their approach to governance. The role of the Gov-
erning Board will need to change from monitoring to policy setting, playing
the advocate role, and creating a vision for the college in service of the com-
munity Institutions considering implementing such a model shoukl recognize
that, in their efforts to include faculty and support staff, they must not forget
the contribution of administrators must not be forgotten. Recently, an admin-
istrative association was created at our college: it should have been considered
much earlier in the process. While both unions end the students selected
members to sit on various committees. administrators, who may have attended
meetings as resource individuals, often also assumei the role of representing
the administrative staff. Little accountability to the remaining administrative
group was the result.

Unlike faculty, participation in committees is a new experience for staff
and students. There is a need to provide training to all participimts on chair-
ing meetings, sharing information, and becoming effective committee mem-
bers. A review of the committee membership indicates that a limited number
of people sit on numerous committees and actively participate in the decision
making of the college. Others need to be encouraged to participate so that they
can add value to the decisions being made. While students undertake to rep-
resent their constituent group on various committees, they often find they are
unable to attend because of onerous academic and work commitments. If stu-
dents are to become full participants in the governance of the college. then
issues of learning, application, and credit for involvement must be addressed.
Members of the Board of Governors also need to acquire skills in meeting with
other boards. This effort takes time and planning but is of utmost importance
if the invited guests are to feel that their contribution is valued

When shifts occur in the culture of the institution, staff should be made
aware of these changes. Historically, many Canadore employees felt that to
identify oneself with labor meant that one was antimanagement. Conversely,
many felt that a lack of involvement in the union demonstrated one's support
for management. However, in the current environment, active involvement in
unions leads to participation in the decision making of the college. This cul-
tural k,hange must he I Ic.ear.y commurdcated early in the process. The oppor-
tunity for union members to become more involved in the decision making of
the college elicited mixed feelings by a significant number of union members.
Those who were actively involved were generally pleased and excited: those
who tended to be nonparticipants appeared skeptical and concerned. The
important lesson is that open communication early in the process would have
led to involvement of more people.

4 5
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ro provide support and encourage participation. goodwill ambassadors
should be cultivated within each department or division 1 hese ambassadors,
while having the support of their union or association, shoukl he comfortable
communicating with all constituent groups. Even though an employee assis-
tance plan is in place at the college, many employees and students feel the need
to meet with someone with whom they can quickly confide and seek advice.
The goodwill ambassadors can encourage fellow employees to play a larger role
in the decision making of the college. These ambassadors could provide a
much-needed short-term service and facilitate increased trust and respect
among faculty and staff. hey would not deter from the union's participation
but act as mentors within the college and a support lor the union.

f low successful has Canadore College been with the Associates Model of
Governance? During the past three years. the college has reduced its budget
by almost St) million and increased its enrollment by 22 to 25 percent. N-lem-
hers of the college are more active in their unions, and administrators have
formed an association to address issues related to their management role. Stu-
dents are participating in decisions affecting their future, and governors are
setting policies for the college and determining its future direction. Two pro-
bationary faculty members won excellent teacher awards for their divisions
during the past year. The students, in consultation with the college's alumni,
have received board approval to begin construction of a student center. Ihe
most recent evidence of the modek success can be seen in the college's opei-
ating budgetthe stall complement was decreased by a total of seventy-four
full-time equivalent positions without any imposed layoffs.

It appears that the Associates Nlodel is being accepted and becoming more
effective and efficient. f lowever. we, as participants. mwst be cautious that we
do not become complacent and accept the model without examining its effec-
tiveness or trying to improve it. This model takes time commitment, energy,
and participation, making for a challenging, exciting, and produetive under-
taking. With strong commitment demonstrated daily by all constituent groups,
we are confident that the A!-,sociates Nlodel will continue to move canadore
College forward as it endeavors to achieve excellence
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PART TWO

Changing Management Roles
and Responsibilities
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if managing effectively in an age of uncertainty will require plan-
ning and leading fundamental change. then change till on id begin

with the development of a new planning model.

Managing Uncertainty:
Thinking and Planning Strategically

,A1beut L. L_ouen zo

As the end of the twentieth century approaches. we are being tokl to expect an

environment of extreme uncertainty In fact. -organizational environments are

now so turbulent that the notion that an organrzation can do in the future what

it ha- done in the past makes sense to very lew people, 11 any at all- Ziegen-
fuss. I q, p. I 70}, what we do know, however, is that the growing turhu-
leike is a direct result ol the continual interaction of forces of rapid and radical

change
Rarid change refers to the ever-increasing pace of change. llven though the

direction of rapid k. hange is somewhat predictable, us speed is sometimes over-

w Milling. In order to accommodate rapid change, organIzations arc typically
challenged to run laster and work harder. While this strategy works for a while,

an organization wrIl ultimately reach the upper limit of its ability to move more

Lluickly
Radkal change is much more dramatic. It is less linear, more abrupt, and

less predictable It frequently brings about a flange in the rules or the way in
which things arc being done. loving !aster Nvill not accommodate radical
change. Rather, it requnes an organization to work smarter by continually
learning and developing new methods and models.

Based on what is known ahout the nature of these two forces. it woukl

appear th:u the best strategy for accommodating the turbulence caused hy
rapid and radical change is a form ol change itselflundamental change. The
term trahhunental L flange refers to a Illodlf !cat ton of the organization's founda-

tion or core practices and beliefs. l'undcmwntal change lays new groundwork
and pioduces new guiding principles. It actually changes the essence of the

organizat ion

I . 51 IR) 47
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Perhaps not coincidentally, the leading management and organizational
theorists ol the day have chosen an atmospheric metaphor to convey their
thinking. The characteristics ol massive weather systems, for example, provide
a good way of describing the current organizational context.

Consider a hurricane. Forecasters can know that conditions are right for
such a storm but may not be able to predict its timing. Even alter the storm
develops, it is not always possible to predict its ultimate wind velocity, much
less its direction. Sometimes storms turn inland, causing massive destruction.
Other times, they move out to sea and are barely remembered.

1Ornadoes provide another insight. They develop suddenly. sometimes fol-
lowing conditions that might cause us to expect a different outcome. Their
direction and duration are unpredictable. They also have a strange tendency
to touch down in random patterns, destroying several homes yet sparing many
others in the sante neighborhood

Whether the anticipated disturbance is a storm 111 the atmospheric envi-
ronment or growing turbulence in the organizational environment the strat-
egy ol choice is sound planning. But if managing effectively in an envtronment
ol turbulence ,ind uncit,iluitv requires leading and implementing fundamen-
tal change, then the first fundamental change organizations should make is in
the way they plan

1 his chapter will locus on identifying the emerging requirements for orga-
nizational planning in an age of uncertainty, partieulmly as they relate to oui
nation's twelve hundred community colleges. It will use the concept of systems
theory as a framework for developing a new perspective on ui organization,
and it will propo,,e a new model designed to guide two-year colleges in think-
ing and planning strategically

Evolution of Planning Models

I he ways in which orginizations plan have typically reflected the conditions
ol the times. Following Wot Id War II, for e \ample, corporate planning was pri-
manly an internally focused process The organization looked almost exclu-
sively at itself its products, people, resourcesind inarketsand then !nude
a decision as to which course of action to pursue.

I Ins inside-out approach worked well pt 'manly because the 1, imed states
was in a rather unique economic position. I he war had destroyed or seriously
damaged the productive capacity of most ol the rest ol the tndustrtalized
world 1 here were pent-up consumer demands, especalv for capital goods,
and a birthrate unparalleled in U.S. history. Lconomic activity was brisk, nat-
ural resources were plentiful, demand \\',. strong. and the potential for growth
seemed unlimited. 'Mc only constraints On organizational action appeared to
he those thiu an organization chose to place on itself.

fiy the I (-4.0s. however, thmgs began flange lther nations had rebuilt
their productive capacity and were bringing products to market in direct com
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j)ention with American goods. Demographically, the postwar baby boom came
to an end in 1064 .1-he regulatory practices of governmental units began to
escalate, and the first of many civil and human rights laws were enacted In
short, the 19605 marked an end to the era of organizational self-determination,
as factors external to the organization began to mandate change.

l'he growing impact of conditions external to the organization meant that
the models previously used for planning had to change. No longer conkl a
company look exclusively inside itself to choose a direction. The challenge was
simultaneously to assess both internal and external conditions and merge the
findings into a single Set of options. "fhe model that ultimately accommodated
this need came to he known as strategic planning.

The shift to a strategic planning model brought numerous benefits. Orga-
nizations were able to ensure a better lit between themselves and their mar-
kets. more business opportunities were uncovered, and external threats could
be anticipated further in advance More importantly, the organization was bet-
ter positioned to assess the need for change and monitor the potential for
resource fluctuations.

Although the concept of strategic planning is widely assumed to have
started in the business community during the ItThtis, it took until the early
198Os tor the practice to he used in higher education cCope, 1987). -1 he lag is
probably explained by the fact that colleges and universities, by design, were
intended to operate somewhat more removed from their external environ-
ments. But as harsh economic, demographic, and political realities began to
permeate the academic veil, the majority of c ,Illegiate institutions began mak-

ing the shilt to a strategic planning approa
The strategic planning models typica,, used in higher education have

been virtually identical to those used in business. Both begin with a predeter-
mined statement of mission and then proceed to a simultaneous assessment of
internal and external conditions Internally. the entity assesses its major
strengths and weaknesses. Externally it scans lor environmental oppenumues
and threats. Evaluating the interrelationship of strengths, weaknesses, oppor-
tunities, and threats produces a set ol strategic alternatives, from among which
a final set 01 oiganizational directions are selected.

Raldridge and Okimi 1082 suggest that the central locus ol strategic
planning in higher ecluc.ation is developing a good fit between the organiza-
tion's act ivities and the demands of surrounding environments. They lurt her
suggest that strategtc' planning must look at the big picture. the long-range des-
tiny of the institution. the competition with other organizations in its service

environment. the markets lor organizational products and services, and the
MIN of internal resources to accomplish the instnution.,, purpose.

Although the henehis of using a st ra t egic planning moclel are still appar-
ent mounting evidence suggests that this approach is beginning to fall short
ol expectations. Noted management scientist Peter nrucker i 19921 has said
that uncenainty--in the cc onomy. society. polittcshas become so great as to
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render futile, if not counterproductive, the kind of planning most organiza-
tions still practice: forecasting based on probabilities.

DruckerIs comments echo those of many corporate LEOs A survey of cor-
porate executives conducted by the management consulting firm ol Harbridge
Ilouso 'American Society of Training and Development, 19(-)01 reports that
CE:Os:-,111consider strategic planning valuable, but it is no longer the number
one management issue. Keeping plans flexible and putting plans into action
have become higher priorities.

Fite I larbridge House survey concludes t hat fully 8 1 percent of the exec-
utive:- polled said -increasing flexibility to respond to unforeseen develop-
ments- is a mafor or important organizational prionty. Also, 80 percent of the
respondents cited a need for "better nuplementation plannmg" as a priority.
while 71 percent wanted more "built-in flexibility lor future conditions.- In
short. executives agree that -long-range thinking is important but long-range
planning can he a trap" tp 10)

Given this growing concern about the viability ol current plannmg mod-
els in an age of uncertainty, the time may be right I or another evolution in
model design. llut just \\ hat changes are needed?

Requirements of a New Age

Drucker 0 N2:1, with eloquent simplicity, characterizes one needed t.hange as
a shift front basing decisions on "What is most likely to happen?" to askipg
instead, "What has already happened that will create the luture?-

n a more extensive analysis, senior management consultant Ian Wilson
I I '-)l-)01examines the historic underpinnings of the move to strategic planning
and how the concept has evolved in the past twenty )cars hen, looking to
the future, Wilson suggests that to remain effective, strategic planning models
must become more holistic by erk ompassmg and integrating more elements.
Ile also believes that they should become more issues oriented Finally, Wil-
son states that a new model must incorporate a vision. but in a very pragniank:
sense.

Peter vaill q801 oflers additional insight and explains that the reason
some traditional planning models are becoming outmoded is because the con-
texts surrounding a situation will not hokl still long enough to make a planned
course ol action feasible. He argues that direct tons and policies can only he
temporary and ad hoc, that they can no longer be the timeless benchmarks
they once were. Vain suggests that when it comes to planning in an age of
uncertainty and instability, some kind of "guidance system" is needed that
might be equally flexible, or at least have the potential of becoming equally

Another requirement is relatal to organizational maturity. Organizational
hle cycle theory suggests that as organizations develop, they pass through a
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series oi readily identifiable phases or 1de cycle stages Rich stage brings with
it a diflerent set of organizational characteristics .ind needs. Nianagement sci-
entists generally agice on lour dominant Ide cycle phases: birth, growth. matu-
rity, and decline t.Quuln and Cameron, I k)811. Some identify a filth stage,
renewal. positioned alter mat cu Ity, that postpones the period of decline.

During each hie cycle stage, ongoing organizational viability is pursued
through t he ch Hering "foundation st rategies- illustrated here.

t. vele Stage Foundation Strategy

Binh .1cceptance and recognition
Accon-nruklanng demand

maturn icnewal Continuous improvement and
continuous adaptation

Decline kedelinition and rest ructurirg

ellective planning model will piovide mlormation and feedback that sup-
port the appropriate foundation strategies l'or mature organtzations, that
means facilitating continuous improvement and continuous adaptation.

In summary. then. based on the insights ol these cm ganizational theorists
and thcories1 planning model designed for community colleges in an age of
uncertainty will provide a pragmatic vision for the institution and an under-
standing td the factors creating the future. It will generate a set ol strategic
Issues as well as more traditional strategic options It will consider the institu-
tion both as a !-,yqe111 iii Itt,elf and as a part ol larger systems. It will facilitate
continuous improvement internally and continuous adaptation to changes
occurring externally And it will do all of this on an ongoing basis.

Shifts in the Strategic Context

Additional recluneinents lor a redefined planning model can he identified by
examining certain shills occurring in the strategic operating context of many
community colleges. Four ol the more dramatic shills are summarized next
Banach and Lorenzo, 10911.

Puhhc opinion is having an increicsing impact on institunimal success. \ lige I re -
quentiv than ever before, community colleges are hemg judged in the court of
public opinion Perhaps more than any other contextual factor, the poiential
impact of adverse public opinion drives the need for a new planning approach.
The reason is simple: advanced conlmunication technologies can reinforce or
alter public opinion in minutes. Without an effective means to monitor and
shape public sentiment, our colleges can find themselves working contrary ttl
the wishes of this ultimate court. Nothing can succeed lor long without the

sant non of public opinion, especially in the public sector.
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Quality and effectiveness are replacing quantity and ef lit:lel-icy as the primary
measures of institimonal performaike. There is more and better competition in
the marketplace, and less consumer loyalty. The primai-y concern today shonld
be to work at getting better before one worries about getting bigger. Much the
same is true for cost and price. Offering the cheapest price is no longer any
assurance ol market share. People are more willing to pay a higher price il it

guarantees quality, performance, and convenience.
Employee attitudes are becoming more critical to institutional success. Com-

munIty colleges \\ill have to help staf I appreciate the vision and mission of the
institution, and they \vill have to create a process that allows faculty and staff
to express their leeli'..gs about the institution. In short, as employees get harder
to hire (and fire), effective colleges will work to build stall ownership into the
well-being of the organi:ation. They will also invest energy in raising the
agenda and broadening the knowledge and skills of employees in an effort to
help them become advocates of productive change.

Institutional constituencies are becoming larger in nomber and more diverse in
composition. United Way's issue identification progiam points to the mosaic
society- as one of the change drivers of the I Qt/Os. As the U.s. population con-
tinues to subdivide into smaller clusters, demands for responsive programs and
services are likely to escalate. The new mosaic society will also force more com-
munity colleges to engage in highly targeted niche marketing.

Requirements for a New Model

uccessR11 approaches to strategic planning wid thinking should reflect coli-
c epts that are emerging in organizational theory and shifts that are occurring
in the st rategic context. They should also retain the best ol current planning
models. Following arc some specific requirements for a new model ol strate-
gic planning in community colleges.

fhe planning model should emphasize pnvess over product. Leaders still vieW
planning as a terminal, product-oriented task. Proc ess, however, connotes
adaptability and the continual reassessment ol organizational direction. In
effect, processing becomes a college's ongoMg means of inonitomg internal
operating conditions, scanning lor turbulence m the environment. and signal-
ing the need for midcourse corrections. It can also provide assurance that
things are on course and going well.

The model must produce a clear sense of purp( ise and an understandmg of rela-
tionship to the larger environment. Further, this purpose must be closely aligned
with the public interest, especially for public sector organizations such as com-
munity colleges. The greater die degree of alignment is between public inter-
est and institutional purpose, the more successful the institution will be in
garnenng the resources required to pursue its mission and visioti .

lhe model must devote greater atiention to measunng effectiveness and impnv-
ing quality. Once a community college has established a clear understanding
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of its purpose and instilled in its stakeholders a vision of how that purpose can
he achieved. it must have a reality test. It must be ahle to answer quantitatively
whether its performance matches us purpose and whether that purpose is
addressing some pubhc need. To the extent that the institution is able to doc-
ument superior performance in relationship to identified needs, the greater the
likelihood that u will connnually he able to improve quality and capitalize on
radical change.

Faculty and staff attitudes must he monitored systematically and objectively
Institutional climate is an aggregate of employee atm udes, and it can he
assessed by measuring factors such a:, communication, satisfaction, coopera-
tion. decision making, trust, leadership. and collaboration. By acting on the
Endings of such assessments and monitoring improvements, community col-
lege leaders can foster higher levels ol employee commitment and enthusiasm.
which is central to improving institutional performance.

lo determine more accurately the external forces triggering the need for change.
Lommunity colleges must strengthen their ability to scan both the local and extended
environments 1 he reason, of course, is to identify potennal opportunities and
threats as early and accurately as possible. 'The extended scan will identify fac-
tors that are having an impact on most organizations, while h It..e scan will
locus on change drivers more unique to the institution itself.

he environmental scan must be designed to reflect the expectations of multi-
ple and diverse constituencies. When assessing needs. community colleges must
be sure to include the needs ol multiple constituencies. I hat does not mean
that all needs will ultimately he addressed. On the contrary, few colleges will
have the capacity in today's economic environment to be all things to all peo-
ple. But the decision to address certain needs over others must be a conscious
decision, one made after considering all of the competing options and oppor-
tunities.

he planning model must include a means to monitor and influence public
opinion. Regardless ol how positive a college's internal effectiveness indica-
tors are, the institution will stiller if the public sees things dif ferently. More
than ever before, the perception is the reality. Ef fective organizations have
always monitored public opinion. Now community colleges will need to take
the next step and establish a formal process designed to help shape public
opinion.

For mature community colleges, the planning model must provide a basis for
ont inuoi is improvement and continuous adaptat ion. Mature institutions must con

t n ual ly evolve and improve if they want to avoid drifting into the more risky
life cy( lc stage ol decline 1 listoneally, planning processes have emphasized the
new, sometimes at t he expense ol the old. A more contemporary approach
would balance innovation with improvement and replacement with adapta-
tion. This more comprehensive view (an provide an expanded list of strategic
options, and it will help guide a mature college to subsequent periods of
renewal instead of decline.

5 4
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Framing the Planning Model

Although the outwaid thrust of strategic planning has been a significant
improvement over the more linear, internally-focused practice of long-range
planning, both approaches have tended to view an organization primarily as
an independem, semiautonomous entity One of the lessons leaders have been
taught by the forces of change affecting our institutions is how interrelated and
interdependent organizations really are.

This connectedness is being observed on two levels simultaneously Inter-
nally, a change in one division or unit can have broad implications throughout
the Institution. Externally, even a change occurring halfway around the world
can ultimately force change in a community college in a particular service
region. These conditions challenge a fundamental assumption used in previ-
ous planning models: the independence and autonomyof the college. This sit-
uation is probably what has prompted Wilson's call for a "more holistic-
approach to strategic planning

A body of knowledge that can aid in understanding interrelationships is
systems theory Myers ( 1 q92 1 defines systems theory quite succinctly by stat-
ing, "Every level of our Lxistence is composed ol subsystems and is itself a sub-
component of a larger system- (p. 5111. Myers concludes that in order to
understand one system, one must know how it interacts with other systems
and subsystems.

Recently, a number of organizational theorists have suggested the use of
systems theory and its denvative, systems thinking, in organizational planning
In one of the more prominent works on the subject of systems thinking. The
Fifth Discipline, MIT's Peter Senge IOW) laments. "From a very early age we
are taught to break apart problems. to fragment the world. This apparently
makes complex tasks and subiects more manageable. but we pay a hidden
enormous price. We can no longer see the consequences of our actions: we lose
our Intrinsic sense of connection to a larger whole- tp. 3.

Senge defines systems thinking as a discipline for seeing wholes. He pre-
sents it as a framework for seeing interrelationships among things and patterns
of change rather than static -snapshots: He argues. -Today. systems thinking
is needed more than ever because we are being overwhelmed by complexity.
Systems thinking is a discipline for seeing the 'structures' that underlie com-
plex situations- (p. bg).

Two of the most recent works to c(.1to .,enge's ideas are from Mitroff and
Lanstone tleN1) and Lynch ( LN 31. \litroll and [Aristotle deseribe "New 'think-
ing,- which involves unbounded systems thinking in which every one of the
sciences and professions is t onsidered fundamental to planning and problem
solving. They believe that planners will have made the ultimate transition in
perspective when they see the world AS an interconnected whole.

Lynch focuses inure direk.tly on leadership in the public and nonprofit sec-
tors He suggests that in order to hong out the best in their ,rganiz,it lot , Ltd-
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ers will have to see the future as something to create, that only through peo-
ple will new things happen, and that leaders must proactively think in terms
of the whole system.

Given such high praise for the value of systems thinking in planning orga-
nizational futures, it would logically follow that any new planning model
should at least consider this emerging discipline. Possibly the basic plinciples
of systems theory might be helpful in framing a new planning model.

In the broadest terms. all systems are classified into two categories: open
systems and closed systems. According to Waddington (19781, -A closed sys-
tern consists of a series of interacting processes which operate inside an impen-
etrable envelope. Nothing relevant to the operation of the processes can come
into the system from the outside, or go from the system to the outside through
the envelope- tp. 3111. lie notes that such systems are rare in practice.

Waddington points out that in contrast to closed systems, in an open sys-
tem there is no impenetrable envelope; things important to the actions of the
system can come in and go out again- tp. 3331. According to these definitions,
community colleges should be viewed as open systems.

rhere are also three separate types of systems. According to Waddington, a
mechanistic system is one in which the rules of operation arc laid down from the
beginning and are not altered regardless ol the change in external circumstances.
An adaptive system is one that possesses sonic way co altering its internal behav-
ior irt response to the environment m which it exists Finally. there is a purposive
system involving entities that can formulate purposes and act to achieve them.
Given these distinctions. community colleges operating in the public or non-
profit sector should be viewed as both adaptive and purposive systems.

A iinal insight from systems theory to help frame a new perspective for
community college planning is the relative position of organizations among the
arious levels of systems. While theorists disagree as to the ability to deline

pre( isclv and defend a specific number of systemic levels, the framework for
living s)stems proposed by lames Miller I 1978' is particularly valuable in orga-
nizational understanding.

Idler proposes a hierarchy of seven levels, with each higher level con-
sisting ol assemblies of systems at the next lower level. he seven levels are the

elf the organ. the organism. the group, the organization, society, and the
supramitional system Miller's central thesis is that systems at all levels irc open
systems. composed of subsystems that process inputs, throughputs. and out-
puts ol various forms ol matter, energy, and information

Snice systems will be interacting most frequently with the systems imme-
diately above and below them. bv applying Miller's hierarchy to organizational
a,...tivity. we should iew a Lommunity college lirst as an assembly ol a varing
numbei ol group, and ct.olid a, a -nbsqc111 01 a patnAllal serviLe alea so,.1-
etN An extension ol \Idler's thesis ould suggest that the system at ea(..h level
ol the llieraft liv dependent on the s% stems below lot its huh tionnig and that
Ii ev.-4 tit sepv the need, d the ,\,..tenis above it

r0 0
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By merging the insights gained from systems theory, we can reframe our
perspective of an organization from that of an independent, semiautonomous
entity to one of an open, adaptive, and purposive system, dependent on the
performance of its subgroups for effective functioning, and existing to further
the purposes of the society of which it is a part. Applied to community col-
leges, we can view the institution as a flexible, adaptive organization depen-
dent on the commitment of its faculty and staff for effective performance and
existing to meet the needs of constituencies in its service region.

Strategic Guidance Model for Planning and Thinking

relramed the concept of an organization from that of an entity to a sys-
tern, VaillS earlier reference to a "guidance system- hints at an analogy that may
be helpful in visualizing the characteristics of the model being sought. Prior to
take-offi commercial pilot is expected to file a rather detailed flight plan. The
plan indicates the destination and outlines anticipated aspects of the trip, such
as course headings, speed. and altitude. The flight plan considers the charac-
teristics of the aircraft Js well as the condition of the en monment through
which the plane is expected to travel.

But regardless ol the level of detail considered m the preflight planning,
once airborne. the original plan will probably not he followed to the leuer. On-
board guidance systems constantly monitor the condition of the aircraft (Inter-
nal factors) and the nature of the environment t external factors); they provide
the pilot with indications ol when a deviation from the onginal plan should be
initiated (..iuidance systems are also process-oriented; that is. information and
feedback are provided continually, not lust periodically.

In today's turbulent and ever-changing environment. it is no more likely
that a community t ollege will achieve its long-term goals than an airliner vtll
arrive at its predetermined desnnanon, unless frequent midcourse corrections
are made. Accordingly. a planntng model designed fin community colleges in
an age of uncertainty should not only provide a specific initial plan ol action
but also continually monitor the need to update and cone,. t it

Figure 4 1 illustrates a proposed Strategic (tuidance Nlodel. lt blends both
old and new concepts to accommodate an environment of uncertainty and the
nripacts of rapid and radical hange. When the model is applied in a commu-
nity college. the process begnis with the formation of a strategic v!:1011 ftc
vision must set fon h anti (lardy the fundamental purpose of the insmution.
1 hat purpose, in turn. is reexpressed In the form 01 a spec Mc mission state-
nit in I-10111 I lii cittr,il point. the stiategit guidant e model splits into simul-
taneous internal and e \ternal as--essment omponents

Questions of quality. emplotee tummies tchmate ). and ovei all perlor-
Mall( ,Iddle.,,ed on the organizational assessment internal side 01 the
model 1 he asses-molt protes, should int hide sublet me iIie.i1iie foi c\am-
ple. ii itli fii,il pert eption-1 as well .1, Mole tiblc,.ti\e 111(11tUtII tor c \ample.
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Figure 4.1. Strategic Guidance Model

Strategic Vision

Social Purpose

Mission
Statement

Organizational
Assessment

Objective and
Subjective Measures

Environmental
Scanning

Global and
Local Contexts

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

I

Quality Climate
Improvement

Strategic Issues
and Options

Environmental
Enhancement

Strategic
Initiatives

Evaluation

student outcome,. cost, and ,o on) 01 actual performance. 1 he goal ,. associ-
ated with thi, side ol the model include creating an ongoing process [or assess-
ing triquitttonal cllecti\ eness, identifymg the specific strengths and weaknesses
ol the enterprise, asses,ang organizational climate, and facilitating the founda-
tion strate oil. ()mullions improvement.

Question, ()I contextual dlange, public opinion. nd programmatic need
ate addre,,ed on the environmental scanning extemal \ side ol the model.] li
-.tan ,hoult1 include uldtt awl-, 01 momentum in both the global and local oper-
ating come \is, -dtil e both can trigger the need for change in institutional ,trat-
egv I he s( an mu,t ako he de,igned to relict t the needs (il diverse con-aunt-11-
k IC, 1 he gpai, a,,ot Lued with this -,atle ()I the model int little t teating a pike,.
that ,ignal, the need 10 athust program, and -.el* \ k e-.. l.letlttfvttil. -.pet Ilk
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opportunities and threats to the institution, monitoring and influencing public
opinion, and facilitating the foundation strategy of continuous adaptation.

Careful analysis and comparison of institutional strengths and weaknesses
with environmental opportunities and threats will generate a series of strate-
gic issues and options. Strategic options are dehneq as those alternatives that
hold potential for institutional advancement and can be initiated quk-klv. They
are usually characterized by an immediate match between an environmental
opportunity and an institutional strength. Decision making is generally lim-
ited to questions of whether or when to move ahead.

Strategic issues, on the other hand, are matters that warrant institutional
attention hut typically come to the forefront without the benefit of a clear strat-
egy or direction. In fact, strategic issues will likely be surrounded by widely
differing opinions as to their relevancy and intensity and, most frequently. by
disagreement as to the appropriate ,h.tions to be taken. t .nlike the more visi-
ble choices associated with strategic options, responses to strategic issues imist
generally be developed through dialogue and consensus among key stake-
holders During times of radical change, the !strategic (.,tudanke Model will
likely generate lar more strategic issues than options.

Once a strategic issue or option has been identified, three alternative
actions can be taken: launch a strategic initiative. strengthen the institution
through a process of quality or Llimate Improvement, and/or improve the
external operating context through a process ol environmental enhancement.
Regardless of the st rategy selected, a front -end commitment to evaluation of
the decision must be made

Finally, the information and leedhakk produced on both sides of the model
should ultimately lead to a redefined vision lor the institution. Refinements in
that vision will provide the basis foi instuutional renewal and will launch a
subsequent wave of prokess activity t rough the model

Looked at in as entirety. the proposed strategic Cuidanke Model is actu-
ally a system consisting of live major subprocesses that need to be imple-
mented in a community college

A strategic visioning process that produces a realistic, attractive and luture-on-
ented picture lor the college and k learly articulates the social purposes lor
whikh the college exl,;K and the specific mission it intends to fulfill

An organizational assessment process designed to determine the institution's over-
all performance by assessing obtecnye and subjective indicators of
strengths and weaknesses in levels ol effectiveness. and human
resolarte

An en\ ronmental !..canninglirt c-,-; designed to suggest the opinnum program
ser\ ice mix bv monitoring (flanges In both the lokal ,uid global operating
kontexts. assessing public opinion. and iclentilymg as early as possible an
"pp"ifilllifIcs 01 ducats to the inslitution
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A quality or climate improvement process intended to facilitate the foundation
strategy of continuous improvement, rectify any identified weaknesses,
and enhance the institution's ability to capitalize on environmental oppor-
tunities

An environmental enhancement process designed to minimize external threats to
the institution, showcase the inherent strengths of the enterpnse, and facil-
itate the foundation strategy of continuous adaptation

While traditional long-range and strategic planning models have provided
organizational direction, both were designed to end with a productthe plan.
Once the product was developed, the process typically stopped. But in an age
characterized by rapid and radical change. the emphasis must shift to an ongo-
ing process in community collegesplanning and thinking strategically.

The move to a new model for thinking and planning might help.change
our perspective of community colleges as independent and semiautonomous
organizations to open, adaptive, and purposive systems. Just as the strategic
planning model improved on the former long-range planning models by con-
sidering factors external to the organization, the Strategic Guidance Model
improves on strategic planning by considering connections and interrelation-
ships.

If managing effectively in an age of uncertainty will require planning and
leading fundament l change, then change should begin with the development
of a new planning model.
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The system of quality-jOcused manawment (QFM) is presented,
followed by an explanation of the departure it makes from estab-
lished community college management practices. The utility of
QFM for faculty, staff and administrators is described.

Quality-Focused Management
Robbie Lee Needham

Managing for quality has many names: strategic quality management (SQM),
continuous quality improvement (CQI), Kaizcn, service quality (SQ.), and total
quality management (TQW. Regardless of the label, quality-focused manage-
ment (QFM1 is a management systema philosophy, a set of tools, and a port-
folio of organizational models.

The basic principles of this management system have been articulated by
its originators (Deming, 1986; Juran, 1989; Crosby 1985). Advocated by man-
agement professors, consultants, and practitioners, these prMciples are increas-
ingly familiar to managers in the public and private sectors. Exposure to them
has been so heavy in recent years that administrators are beginning to look
beyond Cie basic concepts to long-term implications (or management.

QFM Is a Management System

The following discussion describes the philosophy, tools, and management
roles inherent to quality-focused management.

Philosophy. The foundations of QFM are customer satisfaction, contin-
uous improvement of quality, and constancy of purpose, which is defining the
business of an organtzation and concentrating on it. The customer, internal or
external, defines quality for the provider, whose .job it is to meet or exceed the
customers needs or expectations. Continuous improvement is the mental atti-
tude that sustains individuals and organizations in the quest for quality

The practices that enable institutions to implement QFM arc process
improvement, human resource development, and the use of the scientific
method. Focusing on facts rather than intuition encourages staff to separate
process problems from random errors made by individuals. Random errors are

()MI, II, I. ( %IV.1 ,t, liii. 11. HI, V. Ns. l'obit.ht
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responsible for only 15 percent of the poor performance of organizations;
process problems account for the rest. Thus, QFM directs the focus of
improvement efforts to root causes within processes. Process improvement
enables an institution to be more productive, often without increasing its work
force.

The structures that drive QFM are quality teams, usually five to eight peo-
ple, who focus on improving a process such as registration, purchasing, order-
ing textbooks, or student tracking. The people on the teams arc selected from
the process -owners--those who work in the process and who supervise it,
its suppliers, and its customers. Quality teams may he ad hoc, with a one-time
goal, or standing, with ongoing responsibility

Tools. Process improvement teams use the tools of QFM to identify and
understand root causes of process problems as well as to collect and display
information that directs their decisions. The standard tools for identifying a
problem include brainstorming, nominal group technique, checksheet, and
flowchart. For analyzing a problem there are tools such as the histogram, scat-
ter diagram, control chart, and force field analysis. Additional tools can be used
to identify and analyze problems: pareto chart, run chart, and cause and effect
(fishbone) diagram (Brassard, 1991). Training in team building, conflict man-
agement, and group communications enables groups to use these technical
tools. The tools are not difficult to learn and use; the people processes are the
bigger challenge.

According to Harrington (1991), the work of process improvement teams
usually results in streamlining operations by reducing or eliminating steps in
the process that do not add value. Rework (correction of errors in document
completion), repetition (transfer of a telephone call several times), waste (more
photocopies than needed), breakdowns (incomplete distribution of informa-
tion), and unnecessary complexity (multiple signatures of approval on a doc-
ument) are some of the more common problems that make processes
inefficient. Registration is a good example of a process in community colleges
that can be improved through the work of teams. Consider the lines, excess
paperwork, staff to process paperwork, repetition of tasks, and rework to cor-
rect errors. In what way(s) can registration he streamlined by reducing or elim-

inating steps that slow the process, create paperwork, or require staff attention?
Team members expect that the improvements that prove effective will be

implemented They also expect to keep monitoring the process to ensure that
it remains within the improved parameters and to be alert to new opportuni-
ties lor improvement. *learns need structure, resources, training, and coaching.
Usually a steermg committee, led by senior management, designates the teams,
charters them, defines goals, and sets boundaries. The steering committee pro-
vides resources needed by the teams and removes barriers to their progress.

Management Roles. I. the QFNI philosophy, roles and relationships
change throughout the organization, perhaps most for managers, who become

C3
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pilgrims on the journey of quality They are vision givers and strategic thinkers
and planners committed to meeting customer needs through continuous
improvement. They manage processes rather than discrete tasks or functions
and they orchestrate people-driven improvements. They are catalysts, coaches,
team members, and teachers within the organization.

Departure from Current Practice

To say that QEM represents a departure from current management and gover-
nance practices in community colleges is an understatement. Quality-focused
managers say that it is a dramatic change, one that requires a cultural change,
a paradigm shift.

The established management paradigms are labeled "centralized," "author-
itarian," "bureaucratic"; thc emerging paradigms include the "high-performance
work organization," the -commitment model," and the "learning organization."
Some differences between these two approaches can be listed as follows:

Current Practice
Driven by the bottom line
Crists management
inversely related quality and

costs
Quality can be assigned to one

department.

Emerging Focus
Driven by thc customer
Long-term commitment
Directly related quality and

costs
Quality is built-m; it is everyone's

job.

Management Orientation. All components of the emerging focus are
departures, in varying degrees. from established community college manage-
ment perspectives and practices. A significant departure is the locus on cus-
tomers and their central role in defining quality in programs and services. It is
difficult for some instructors and staff to acknowledge that programs and ser-
vices have customers who know a lot about quality Having thought that other
people's opinions about quality really do not matter, staff must change per-
spectives to see "outsiders"students, legislators, citizens. and employers
as customers and believe that their opinions about quality matter tSeymour,
l 9921.

The next challenge is even more difficult: identify internal and external
customers, research their needs and expectations for quality, then set customer
satisfaction as the standard lor quality. Identifying customers and their expec-
tations is not so intimidating as is accepting that the customer's definition ol
quality is paramount.

Haying traditionally defined quality in terms ol thc es applied to
education, stall will find it a real change to define quality in terms of the Use
and results of resources. The results deemed important vary Iron college to
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college. They can include factors such as evidence of student learning and
development, student goal achievement, student satisfaction with the college
experience, employer satisfaction with graduates, transfer success of students,
staff satisfaction with work, and the public image of the college.

Accustomed to defining quality through periodic inspections such as pro-
gram review or accreditation, community colleges now must define quality as
the results of individual and collective work, subject to continuous improve-
ment. Colleges that choose this departure are freed from minimum standards
of quality to sct their own criteria. Further, they keep quality on the front
burner, getting attention every day in every program. Choosing QFM thus
enables colleges to be engaged in self-study daily, preparing for external review,
so that it is not a monumental event occurring every so often.

Another real departure for community college management is relating the
costs of education to quality (the costs of doing things right) or nonquahty (the

cost of doing things wrong). Fox Valley Technical College in Wisconsin has
analyzed the costs of quality and has learned that costs and quality are directly
related and that quality costs less than nonquality. In I g87-88 the college
found that the cost of supporting the quality improvement thrust WaS
$172,059, while the costs of nonconformance was S8,124,270 (Spanbauer,

The hottoia-line and crisis management focus characteristic of many com-
munity colleges diverts management attention from the organization's long-
term vitality. A transition to the long-term view of the emerging models is
fundamental to improving quality. Quality, like perfection, is an elusive goal
Improvement is a continuous process. one that is supported by decisions to
improve processes rather than fix problems. to find a solution to the root cause
of a problem. Community college administrators often descnbe this change of

perspective from short-term to long-tet m and the shift from fixing prohlems
to improving processes as a departure, x)metimes a rupture, f rom their estab-

lished ways of doing things.

Current Practice Emerging

Who made the error? What allowed the error to
oi_cur?

Employees are the problem. Processes or systems are the
problem.

Measure and change individuals Nleasure and change the
processes.

Emphasis on tasks within mphasts on processes across
functional units functional units

Manage Processes Current management perspectives focus on people,
espe(.ially when looking for errors or :-,olving prohlems Suuisticians, int luel-

(3 5
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Mg Deming, have demonstrated that people are responsible for only 15 per-
cent of the errors that occur in a work process. Thus, the results of individual
effortsthe services delivered to customersare controlled by processes. It is
a real departure from established practice in community college management
to attend to processes rather than manage discrete tasks or separate organiza-
tional units.

In the new paradigm, managers learn first to understand work as pro-
cesses. then to identify the major college processes and their managers, mis-
sions, and customers, both internal and external. Managers become respon-
sible for understanding processes by flowcharting them, then for managing
them so that each step adds value, variation is reduced, and staff working
within the processes are encouraged to improve them continually This is an
ongoing effort since processes, left to themselves, tend to deteriorate and adapt
continually for comfort, not efficiency.

Attending to processes usually results in management realizing that major
processes cut across organizauonal boundaries. To manage them, managers
must become a team, facilitating connections of staff across units. This, too. is
a departure for many in community college management.

Current Practice
Understanding my lob

Doing mv lob
Individual effort

Emerging Focus
Knowing how my job fits into

the total process
Helping get things clone
Teamwork

Teamwork. For OEM to work, managers must become committed to col-
laborative work throughout the institution. Collaboration does not mean more
committees; rather, it means developing departments and service units into
teams that become self-directed. For man administrators, giving up control
is an unsettling departure from current practice. However, empowering oth-
ers, allowing them to control their work, is the only way to get staff to work
together for continuous improvement as a way of life (Byham, 1988). Sharing
authority for decision making can be accomplished systematically and
smoothly as managers and team meinbers learn new roles.

Ongoing quality teams progress through four developmental stages. Each
stage requires managers to .,(2 involved differently In the form stage, managers
arc directive. preseming the instituni )nal mission and goals and setting bound-
aries In the storm phase. managers are delegative, helping team members fill
team roles. Team members dev,.:lop their own -rules- and procedures in the
norni cuage. Managers are in the room, but not al the team table. Movmg to the
perform stage, teams become self-directed work groups that are fully empow-
ered, working toward college goals and oblectives without supervision hut with
management support.
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Community college teams, within departments and across functions, can
become self-managing teams. So long as team membership remains stable,
support is needed from management only' in providing resources and remov-
ing barriers. Any time membership on the team changes, the team returns to
stage one of its development and must work through each of the stages to
become self-managing.

Current Practice Emerging Focus

Staff People
Control staff; motivate them. Remove barriers: develop

people.

You cannot trust anyone. We are all in this together.

Perceptions of Staff. Current management models in community col-

leges isolate staff, build harriers dnve out trust, roh stall of satisfaction in their
work, and respect the thinking of only a few. The emerging models respect
each individual and stress organizing to utilize people in the institution fully

These models are designed to drive out fear. build trust, and emphasize that
people want to act responsibly, do a good job, and feel good about their work-

place.
The emerging models present three departures from current practice in

community college management. The first departure involves the personnel
function of the college. In addition to making sure that selection processes
result in hiring the hest lx.rson for the joh, the personnel function in an insti-
tution involved with QFNI ensures that orientation to the college and specific
positions adequately prepares individuals to he successful on the job. Person-
nel evaluation systems and practices are reviewed and adjusted as necessary to
support the focus on quality and the use of teams throughout the college. The
personnel function also assists in recognizing and rewarding quality improve-
ments.

Another departure is a new focus on stall development. Programs require
redesign to support the development of quality-related skills. Resources for
staff development are increased It) 4 to ( percem of the personnel budgets in

the new models and may be redistributed, with stall receiving more than they

have traditionally.
The third departure is in the organizational structure of the college. Nlo,,t

established community college structures come from two different models: the

mac hine bureaucracy for support units and the prolessiomil bureaucracy for
instruction (Nlintzberg, I t-)83). The former separates functional units and man-

ages them vertically, often with very close supervision. The lam r is a more hor-

izontal structure, separated into departments and disciplines. with faculty
having considerable freedom to Larry out their responsibilities

6"
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The emerging management models represent a departure for community
college management in both patterns. Management will become more hori-
zontal, in practice if not in structure. The most significant departure will be
in the management of support units, where decisions about quality and
process improvement will be pushed low in the organization, thus decentral-
izing decisions about the ways in which goals and objectives are approached
and work is accomplished. Many of the decisions will he made by self-
directed cross-functional teams. These changes will require different manage-
ment roles, attitudes, and behaviors to develop among leaders in order to
empower staff who in the past have been told what to do, how to do it, and
when it must be done.

In the instructional departments, management for quality will require
change too. Identifying and managing instructional proc:sses, as well as
developing teams, many of which will be cross-disciplinary and become
self-directed, will require a new kind of leadership and support from
instructional administrators. With encouragement and support from admin-
istrators, faculty members will do more than teach. They will scan external
markets, survey employers, conduct follow-up research with students, and
assess customer needsall in the name of improving quality. The instruc-
tional department of tomorrow will he a self-directed work team perform-
ing strategic management functions similar to those performed by senior
administrators.

Using teams, respecting internal customers and suppliers, and engaging
in continuous process improvement will require community college managers
to adopt a favorable attitude toward staff as -people in the organization.- Xerox
has acknowledged the importance of people processes in implementing qual-
ity-focused management through the eause-effeet (fishbonel diagram presented
in Figure 5.1.

'Five of the six bones on the fish relate to people, and of these hye, senior
management behavior is hoth central to changing the culture for quality, and
one of the nmst challenging,- according to Rene Ewing, quality consultant of
Xerox Corporation, Northwest Area (Ewing, 19921.

Governance. Involving people throughout the institution produc-
tively and creatively in decisions about their work affects governance.
Research shows that fewer people feel disenfranchised, ignored, or dis-
trustful as they break out of bureaucratic r:iradigms and behaviors.
Instructors and staff become energized and excited by working with team
members, they experience increasing satisfaction with their lobs and with
the college. Even committee meetings become more product ftc for their
members when the tools for decision making and teamwork are hrought
into meetings. Indeed, the emerging QI'M models help develop and nur-
ture participatory management as well as a win-win at titude throughout
the college

Gs
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Figure 5.1. Supporting Elements for Transforming Xerox Corporation
to a Quality Culture

Recognition Tools

Reward Processes

Transition
Team

Senior
Training Communication 1. Management

Behavior

With QFN1 requiring such a departure frotn current management practices,
what (loes it offer community colleges that makes it worth the effort?

Instructors. l instructors QFNI offers a sstentatic approach to improv-
ing student SUCCeSS It provides a set of easy-to-use research tools, the induce-
ment to identify and manage classroom systcnis, and the requirement to he
student-customer centered.

For example, Q1N1 is being used to manage a program in Tacoma Com-
munity College, Washington, by teachers who seek to he student-centered in
ways that improve retention and completion. .1-hese teachers now serve -cus-
tomers- rather than students. They establish parameters for performance,
structure experiences, and relate with customers in ways to empower them.
They use information to monitor the effects of instructional strategies and
change them continually l hese instructors ask, "What can we do to help you
learn?" Ihey listen. Beyond the classroom, the teachers sec themselves iis cus-
tomers (receiving students) and suppliers (sending customers to other courses.
employers. (ommunities, families). -I-hey seek feedback from the recipients of
their students (that is, employers, communities, and so on) that will help them
improve the program In managing and assessing tneir processes, working in
teams, and demonstrating concern about L ustomer satisfaction, these teachers
try to he positive role models lor their student-customers and other teach-
ers in the coileye U ockemv and 'summers. I q(42) Instmctors have as mueh to
gain hom (JV as administrators. l hey have as dramatic a paradigm shift to
make as well
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Staff. For staff, who have traditionally been managed more like employ-
ees in industry, QFM provides an opportunity lor increased involvement in
decisions that affect their work. It offers opportunities to increase productiv-
ity, demonstrate responsibility, act with initiative, think creatively, and make
decisions as individuals and team members. It results in empowerment (Block,
I Q87). In addition. QFM promotes increased interaction with colleagues
throughout the college, without the artificial barriers erected by vertical man-
agement hierarchies and the label "nonprofessional.- It offers increased lob sat-
isfaction. Further, QFM makes it possible for stall to identify more deeply and
personally with thc college's mission and goals

Administrators. For administrators, QFM provides new ways and dif-
ferent structures for operating institutions tSpanbauer, I Q92). It helps admin-
istrators manage systematically, for institutional effectiveness Adopting
customer satisfaction as a standard for quality ensures that community colleges
will do the right things to remain vital over the long haul. Managing to
Improve processes ensures that colleges will do things right while making the
best use of resources

Managing tor quality guides administrators toward vital. More relevant
and flexible standards for evaluation and accountability Thus. QFNI pushes
colleges beyond minimum standards and external requirements for quality
to internal commitments that are monitored daily and unproved continu-
ously

Quality-focused management also supplies structures and tools to decen-
tralize decision making and problem solving, develop and empower staff,
eliminate bureaucracy, improve productivity. as well as int rease morale and
lob satisfaction It aids administrators in making community colleges more
flexible organizations w hile simultaneously preventing them from being
trapped in the -.Lillis quo While administrators are responsible for seeing that
all major systems are managed for the benefit of customers. they are freed
from crisis management I:xecutive administrators devote more time to
leadershipknowing the external environment, thinking about the future,
and visioning.

rhe QFNI system clanhe, administrative responsibilities at all levels of the
institution It helps administrators make better, data-driven decisions. and it
require, that they seek root causes ol problems as well as onsider the long-
term implication, ol decisions It also helps administrators locus on the most
important management responsibilities and respect people throughout the col-
lege It offers strut tures and practices lor making hard c hokes doing Mort'
with or re,triat turing thc tollege give, admini,trators a phi-
losophy and system that tan take curient oiganr:ations to a bi-
ne,. one at whit h community t'e, (-111 IV( ornt: learnmg organization,.
continually expanding ilk apatit) to c leak. then future'. Alter all I 1M Ma

Iciriuuui 1: 1 t'-t vale 0011.
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Colleges that put students first are concerned with hat students
learn and how they are treated. Students who are educated in such
an environment receive the added benefit qf exposure to quality
management and customer-oriented organizational culture. Ulti-
mately, student satisfaction affects retention and future enrollment
growth.

Students First!
Reconceptualizing Support Services
jaws L. Hudgins, Saudi Oliver; Startle ll K. Williams

When any organization seeks to optimize us effectiveness, it nmst consider the
recipient of us service or product for ultimate evidence of success or failure.
Colleges. like any structured organization, evaluate themselves based on the
outcomes that are produced and the processes by which those outconles arc
achieved. Specihcally, colleges that place a high value on services designed to
cnhance student success and satisfaction are best able to demonstrate their own
institutional elfecnveness.

In recent years a great deal has been written about the need I.or educational
accountability In the beginning of the Institutional effectiveness movement .

relatively lew colleges were thinking in terms of how they coukl phrase and
ans.cer questions ahout the value and quality ot the mstaution and the satis-
faction of students. Today, if a college has not already made a commitment to
the philosophy of accountability and consequent student success. it must cer-
tainly feel nervous about us future.

Perhaps the most essential benchmark a college must establish is a good
definition of what its business is, what product it produces, and who us ctis-

tonieN arc ',uccessful msntutions have come to believe they are in the bust-
ness ol pto\ klmg ;I quality learning environment, that their product is excellent
education and support services, and that their customers are the saudents and
potential students the\ serve.

As elemental as it seems, this t plop WA, Mil always ii iepieil as fad t For-
mstitunons appeared to think students were then products, not their

c hems Along \cull the ektduthm of a c usnimer-centered orientation in the early
to mid- I osOs «mpled all the strengthening ol the institutional effectiveness
movement. one situp!, Huth has emeiged olleqs arc suit esslul when then
students ,Irt: suck essful

I V l' 1,1 1..1,1. t.
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This statement reflects an institutional culture that values service to stu-
dents second to no other purpose or function. When colleges dedicate the fuli
scope of their resources and tailor planning to identify and meet the needs of
the student-customer, effectiveness. accountability, and success will follow.
Leaders need to determine what is required for each student to be successful
at their college and how to serve students effectively

Over the past decade, the assessment of student success has moved from
an experimental practice at a few institutions to a national requirement. More
than forty states have educational accountability mandates, and all six regional
accrediting associations have incorporated the measurement of student learn-
ing outcomes into their accreditation criteria.

For much of their history, colleges expressed quality in terms of faculty
credentials, physical facilities, learning resources, and degrees awarded. The
accountability movement has encouraged higher education to think about
quality and effectiveness in different termsstudent learning. Edgerton (1990)
describes assessment as "a mmdset that asks questionsgood questions, hard
questions. legitimate questionsabout what and how much students are
learning- (p. 51.

Operationalizing Institutional Effectiveness

At Midlands Technical College (MTC) in Columbia, south Carolina, an insti-
tutional effectiveness program was initiated in 1987 in coniunction with reaf-
firmation of accreditation with the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schoolsthe first accrediting body to emphasize student learning assessment
as a condition of accreditation. For \ITC, establishing processes for ongoing
sell-evaluation became as important as measuring cutcomes.

The first step toward verifiable effectiveness was to ask and answer
three basic questions. What is the inission (business) of the college? what
are the major results expected from the achievement of the mission? What
specihc evidence are we willing to accept that these results have been
achieved?

s part of the comprehensive strategic planning process that followed, the
college rewrote its mission statement and identified its core values I he first of
the four MIT value statements reads "Commitment to Students: Relief in the
priority ol providing the finest instruction, resources and support services to
enhance the giowth and development of our students

lo help the college community understand the comprehensive nature of
institutional elk ctiveness, the college adopted and communicated a diagram
ol institutional ef eL tiveness developed l the National Alliance of ( ommumtv
and lechnical ( olleges isee Figure I .

I he next critical step involved identifying the harac tcritas ol an el fec
live community college and ,,pei dying t he htr,i Ieiitit n1oI appropriate for
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Figure 6.1. Model of Institutional Effectiveness
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NTR: in view of its imssion. Ewell and Lasensky (I 088) of the National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems t NCHEMS) identify three charac-
teristics of effective colleges: they clearly state the kinds of outcomes they arc
trying to produce, they explicitly assess the degree to which they are attaining
those outcomes, and they make appropriate changes to improve the situation
where the data warrants.

Three characteristics that differentiate high-performing colleges from
mediocre ones have been identified: reputation for quality. distinctiveness,
and innovation; flexible strategies for delivering programs and services; and
system- for evaluating and improving performance (Alfred and others,
1992).

EffeLtive community colleges define quality and attempt to measure it
Nhdlands lechnical College sought to define and measure quality through a
process known as critical success factors developed by the Sloan School of
Business at NIIT The process argues that everything a business does is not
equally important to the success of the business. If the business identifies, pro-
inotesind measures those critical functions, it will succeed. The 1(igte also
applies to educational institutions.

hrough a modified Delphi process, NH ( identified SIN !actors critical to
the sikeess 01 the college- accessible, comprehensive programs of high qual-
uv, student satisfaction and retention, posteducation satisfaction and success:
eL ononik development and eommunity involvement: sound, efleeme resource
management and d IlarrIlt. organizational involvement mid development.
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Under the six factors cntical to success. the college identified twenty mdi-
cators of effectiveness. Figure 6.2 details the critical success factors and insti-
tutional effectiveness indicators. Two of the factors and seven of the indicators
relate directly to student success:

Student Satisfaction and Retention
Accurate entry testing and course placement
Retention to achievement of student goals
Satisfaction with instruction and personal growth
Assessment of student services

Posteducation Satisfaction and Success
Graduate employment and continuing education
Employer satisfaction with graduates
Alumni satisfaction with c I ication

After determining the performance criteria most essential to the success of
the college, an implementation plan was developed. To implement an assess-
ment program successfully. essential support systems must be in place. Such
systems include enlisting the president and board of trustees support. linking
assessment to the college's mission, involving all units of the college, estab-
lishing an organizational structure to manage and monitor instautional effec-
tiveness, determining how to pay for assessment activities, demonstrating that
assessment data are used in decision making. and developing essential part-
nerships.

Pet haps the most essential element of a successful college-wide assess-
ment program is leadershipfrom the president, executive staff, and laculty
leaders.

Charles I. Ma:lam. commissioner of the Missouri (oordinating Board of
Higher Education, observes, "lhe difference between those institutions that
are simply going through the motions of a compliance mode of quasi-action
and those that have made a true commitment to institutional change through
assessment is quite simpleleadership- t p 5).

Partnerships arc both internal and external. No single unit ol the college,
he it faculty or president can unilaterally lead the successful implementation
of an institution-wide assessment program Partnerships between student
development services. academic affairs, fiscal affairs, and the president's office
intiq he developed

\ternal partneiships are equally important. lhc advice. consultation, and
expertHe of external partner, are t..!,ential Some ol these partners include
reghinal accrediting bodies and the National ( onsortium for institutional

eness and student "qlt.k..e!-, in the (. ommunitc ollege
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Figure 6.2. Midlands Technical College Critical Success Factors
and Institutional Effectiveness Indicators
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As MTC introduced an institutional effectiveness process and incorporated
its philosophy into routine functions, it also experienced a cultural change.
With the focus of all college processes shifted to student success, the entire col-
lege joined in discovering ways to make routine functions and procedures eas-
ier for students and more hassle-free.

The registration process has traditionally been a frustrating experience for
college students. So it was this aspect of initial contact that was the first to
receive special attention at MTC. The college formed a cross-functional regis-
tration committee unlike any other group that had previously studied entry
services. With the single mandate of simplifying the process and making reg-
istration pleasant for students, this innovative group tackled prohlems ranging
from long lines to the need for additional data entry' terminals and quick-fix
problem areas. Very quickly registration changed dramatically to become rel-
atively stress-free for students and staff alike.

Evidence of a student-friendly culture is exemplified by MTC's desire to
seek input from its students. "Flow's It Going?" posters appeared all over the
campuses. These updated suggestion boxes were designed to he a direct
pipeline to the president's car. Students, faculty, and staff quickly learned to
use the poster's reply cards to praise a program or service and offer suggestions
for continuous improvement in almost all areas of the college.

A good example of the college's desire to gather suggestions from its cus-
tomers is the annual meeting of senior college administration with the mem-
bers of the college's Ambassador Assembly. Competing for the privilege of
serving the college, ambassadors are students selected on the basis of their
grades and demographics to represent the college in the community In the
annual workshops the ambassadors are asked two questions: What does MTC
do well? What can MTC do better? Of significance is the fact that the ambas-
sador suggestions were incorporated into the college's strategic planning
process As a result of their input, concrete changes were made, including
Alterations in campus lighting and security bookstore policies, and packaging
of courses to better fit the schedules of working students.

Emphasis on Student Success

The shift in focus to a student orientation through assessment of student needs
and institutional planning to meet those needs has resulted in the pursuit of
alternative models for student entry and enrollment services, and counseling
and curriculum development. SIN practical questions must be answered when
establishing student assessment programs: What issues need to be addressed'
What information will by collected? How and when will the information be
collected? flow will findings be communicated? How will the results used
lor improvement' What resources are required? Addressing each of these areas
individuiillv re%yals many of the major points to «msider in an effective stu-
dent ,tssessment program

77
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What Issues Need to Be Addressed? One of the most important ques-
tions a colle;e can ask itself concerns what information is being obtained by
entry testing and exit exams. It is grossly unfair to ask students to perform
tasks for which they are not prepared at entry. The data collected at entry
should be used to place students in environments that will be most conducive
to their success. This assessment may include placement into developmental
studies areas for students who are not yet ready to attempt college-level work.
1 hese so-called at-risk students may include single parents, homemakers, reen-
try adults, minorities, students with disabilities, entering students, students
with high financial need, academically underprepared students, and students
with no clear direction. Early evaluation can help a college determine how best
to meet the special needs of these groups.

What Information Will Be Collected? If students are asked to state their
intended goal when they enter college, it becomes possible to measure goal ful-
fillment at exit. Commonly accepted student success indicators measure the
retention or persistence of entering students. For the college-wide population,
factors impacting retention include more accurate placement and advisement
for entering students; pi eenrollment "Student Orientation for Success- sessions
for students assessed to be at risk; linkage to support service areas based on
identified student needs; increased emphasis on customer service, quality ser-
vices, instructional quality. and educational performance; and changes in
enrollment processes. For academically underprepared students, the following
indicators impact retention: curriculum restructuring in development:-1 stud-
ies (DVS), changes in instructional delivery (self-paced to lectures or labs),
changes in the DVS grading system, improved linkages between DVS and cur-
nculum courses, and better placement of students into DVS courses via assess-
ment and advisement. The retention of minority students may he affected by
the college's commitment to access and equity; an increased focus on customer
service, student sucuss in the classroom, and faculty and staff sensitivity to
cultural diversity; student support functions (e.g.African-American Student
Organization, study groups, support personnel) and better orientation and
increased communications that link student needs to support areas.

Assessment of basic skills and general education competencies are neces-
sary to any holistic evaluation of student success. Especially compelling is the
need for the college to measure student competencies in their major field of
study collecting information about student satisfaction with the college can
be extremely revealing iseC Table 6.1 1. Assessment of a student's personal
giow th and development is, of course, subjective hut can also be of value (see
Fable b.2). The institution should examine the success rate of its transfer stu-
dents and determine what lactors contribute to their success or failure at senior
institutions. I he transferability ol curricula designed for transfer should be ver-
ified and evaluated Colleges should also ask employers how t hey value the
eduation and job perlormanc e ol the (.ollegeS graduates. tudents employ-
itli nt sut t es!, 111 then major held should also be monitored

1-4
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Table 6.1. Student Satisfaction with College

Midlands

College ..\(1[101(11

I am proud of my accomplishments at college. 4.07 4.25
The college helped me meet goals I Lame to aLhicve 4.57 4 t19
I would recommend the college to others. 4.50 4 13
II choosing a college again, 1 would choose this one. 4 31 "3.88
The college ixelcomes and uses student feedback lOta 3.(12

Note Hyt.paint ,Lalc

lie \101,uidN1 etillui,11 11ege Otak ',urvc 1,N2

Table 6.2. Students' Self-Perceived Personal Growth

Midlamk 7c( link al College Ihm. Inch( at mg Ifighot Gwlvth

hdlands
T link al

Natior.ol

',ening Mc direr ton
BeLoming acadennt al ly 10111petent

2

2

02
58

2 .52
).4:1

Developing sell-Lonfidence 2 55 2 41
Int.reasing intellectual cunosit), 2 52 2 44
Implementing long-tenn life goals 2 52 2 41
Improving ability to relate to others 2 45
laking revonsibility for Own behavior 2 45 2 41
Inlreasing -.ell-understanding 2 45 )

Nlaking a lifelong commitment to learning 2 41 2 35

N. '1 t

\..!,,,' 1,, irs I! I Alt . 1002

Because Midlands Technical College places heavy emphasis on career edu-
cation leading to productive employment in the college's service region, special
attention is given to assessment of technical and vocational programs. One of Me
most comprehensive strategies for ensuring that students are exposed to a rele-
vant, quality learning environment is the academic program review process for all
associate degree programs. 'Me following data elements are included in an acad-
emic program review achievement of goals; program ( l \; mastery of capstone
competencies, mastery of general education core; program statistics including
enrollment, cosi, retention rate, and number ol graduates, employment success:
surveys of students, alumni, employers, and la advisory committees
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Midlands Technical College is sensitive to practical workplace skills
employers expect and require of technical/community college graduates. In

many areas, the DACUM (Developing A CUrriculuM) process is used as part
of a program review involving members of the business community in estab-

lishing a set of expectations and capstone competencies for each academic area.
The program faculty rely on the DACUMS input when determining course
content, methods of information delivery, and mechanisms for assessing cap-
stone competencies. In all cases, program faculty work with education divi-
sion administrators to develop appropriate standards. Various measures of
accountability are built into the process.

Another important assessment strategy for measuring student progress is
longitadmal tracking of mathematical and language skills through a series of

courses presented in a structured sequence. Sequenced course objectives allow

the M IC tracking system to identify strengths and weaknesses in the curricu-
lum. Fracking data used in concert with classroom research is used to modify
and :mprove curricula. Recent results in the college's English department
involving a thousand students resulted in a course design that allowed stu-
dents writing abilities to evolve from thcir readings. A parallel result in the
math department led to course objectives becoming more clearly defined and
correlated. Tracking students' progression through course sequences'resulted
in increased faculty expectations and adjustments in the course content to
enhance student success in meeting those expectations.

How and When Will Information Be Collected? Colleges should col-

lect information about their students throughout the educational process. Edu-
cational plans developed at entry can he periodically updated and evaluated

at exit. Follow-up information is essential to knowing how graduates' experi-
ences at the colleges affected their lives. A model of data collection points is
presented in 'Fable 0.1.

How Will Findings Be Communicated? Using the organizational struc-

ture of the college, student services personnel can disseminate information
through written reports, newsletters, and open forums for the college's staff

and faculty. By maintaining open communication with the faculty, these per-
sonnel can share information that will affect the design of curricula and the
selection of teaching methodology. Departmental and task force meetings
should often revisit the topic of student assessment and connect data collec-

tion with teL hniques implemented in the classroom.
How Will Results Be Used? By the use of person-interaction model-

ing. predictions can be made about behavior that will result when certain
types ol individuals interact with certain types of environment;. The college

can combine challenges and support to produce developmental dissonance
ant.l growth lor its students Hie campus environment must rellect a com-
prehensive desire to provide programs and services that ,nd -.tudent devel-

opment

AU,
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Table 6.3. Midlands Technical College Data Collection Points

At Entil Nun( ollow-up

Educational plans

Student
background

Student needs

lest scorcz,
ASSE1
AC
sA
Discipline based

Perceptions of
college

Entering stu-
dent survey

Enrollment
patterns

Academie
performance

Services used

Sans(amtm/invol e-
ment information

Student surveys
I:ocus groups
Interviews

Exit Skills
CAAP
Discipline exams

Academic
pc rform,mce

(
Course grades

Strident opinions
and plans

Surveys
nterviev.,

Focus groups

Transfer data
Enrollment
Performance

Employment
information

fob data
Student

perceptions
Emploer

perceptions

IA ensure tests

student opinions
and plans

Alumni surveys

What Resources Are Required? The expense of student assessment can
be expressed by the equation Expenses Benefits = Costs. In other words, the
institution must decide whether the resources required to determine student
needs are worth the potential benefit to the student. This is the same as trying
to decide whether it is better to operate blindly or to concentrate on provid-
ing the precise service needed to he effective.

Expenses include the cost of assessment instruments and associated scor-
ing charges, administrative costs, and any additional support personnel
required. The benefits to be expected include service/program achievements,
image enhancement, and higher student success rates. Also of bcnefit arc
increases in revenue that may be realized by greater student retention, higher
new student enrollment, and potential new grant funds and contributions to
scholarships.

Midlands Technical College has developed a nationally recogni:ed, com-
prehensive model of student success that integrates planning and evaluation
to foster student goal achievement and institutional development.

The MTC Assessment Model

Midlands 'Iechnit al College's approach to student success loc uses on how the
college can effectively develop an educational environment conducive to the
positive achievements of diverse student populations. Recognizing that all
students do not respond to an educational environment in the same way. the
colk:ge employs a person-environment model to assess student goals, bac k-
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grounds, needs, satisfaction. achievement, and personal growth tsee Figure
(.3). A student cohort tracking system is used to monitor and analyze patterns
of student subpopulations by a number of variables. These data are combined
with information obtained from student surveys, testing, interviews, and focus
groups collected at key points in the student's matriculation through and
beyond the college. Faculty, staff, and students review these findings and for-
mulate recommendations for improvements throughout the college's planning
and evaluation system to modify the college environment and enhance posi-
tive student outcomes

Since Midlands Technical College began student success monitoring in
1(48q. initiatives have included developing student educational plans at entry,
including information on student goals, backgrounds, charactertstics, and
needs; integrated assessment, orientation, and advisement processes; Student
Orientation for Success seminars for entering students; college success courses;
an automated follow-up system on studem needs; centralized advisement cen-
ters on each campus staffed by professionals; developmental academic advis-
ing separated irom scheduling process; automated tools such as on-line advisor
Ides and a degree audit system; college-wide training in customer service and
sensitivity to diversity; updating student goals each term as part of registration,
and modification to the registration process. including application deadlines.

Figure 6.3. The Midlands Technical College Assessment Plan

ASSESSMENT PLAN
STUDENT A

Pre-Enrollment Developmental Curriculum Graduation Post-Enrollment
Studies Courws Period

ASSET Entering Student CAAP Test

Student
Survey

Opinion
Survey

Non-
Returning

College
Outcomes

Licensure
Exams

Employ-
ment

EPF Cootinoing Student Survey Data

Student Su Rey CCSEQ Alumni

Test Survey Academic Surveys Transfer

Data Academic Performance Data
'Academic Performance Data

Performance Data Technology
Monitoring Tests

Pre-Enrollment

S1UDENT 13

Curric ilium I if ir I Post-r,(nIrcd(liment
ourses

C' 0
4,,
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Midlands 'technical College has also made modifications in the environ-
ment to serve the needs of targeted at-risk populations These changes have
included restruct ttruig the instructional diversity and grading systems of devel-
opmental studies courses to more closely resemhk' college-level courses, plac-
mg undecided students into a special major that allows exploration of
academic programs and advisement by career counselors; including minority
access and equity as a major college goal with special support groups, student
oiganizations. peer mentoringind orientation activities, and offering semi-
nars and workshops for students with disabilities, single parents, homenuk-
ers, minorities, and other at-risk populations.

ince I 080, the college has experienced significant enrollment growth
while maintaining a 00 percent student satisfaction rating HI 111(1,4 areas. Over-
all retention of students toward their goals has increased b.4 percent, with
increases of 7 to I 7 percent for at-risk student groups In addition, more than
t-)0 percent of graduates are employed or contimung their education within a
year of graduation More than 00 percent of sophomore-level students mdi-
cate the college has contnbuted to their personal growth in areas such as career
direction and acadetnic autonomy

I he NI R student success model was honored with a 1002 Pyramid Award
presented by the American College Personnel Association, the National c. nun
cii on -,titdent Development, and the National Association of student Pep,mn-
nel Administrators for outstanding acluevement in student development in
two-year colleges Midlands 'technical ollege also received a 1002 national
retention award frnm Noel-I evitz. rhe cnIlege's student success model was fea-
tured in a I LN national teleconference sponsored by American college lest-
mg (AC I

Continuous Renewal

It is important lot- the cnntinued vitality of any j)rograrn or philosophy that it
be monitored and rejuvenated periodically Recalling the warning that all data
are of questionable value until they are used, colleges that. have embraced insti-
tutional effectiveness and orientation for student success should reevaluate and
modify systems and processes over nine As an example, NI I ( charged an
Intake Review Task Force coniprised of college personnel from cross-functional
units to investigate and report on the entire intake process, inc luding apphca
tion lor financial aid. studem inquiry, the entry process. placement idvise-
ment, scheduling, and hook purchasing. I he purpose ol this ICyll'w was to
evaluate the Improvements the college had made ni :in effort to be more acc es-
stifle to students 1 hrough student surveys and direct examination ol all rou-
tine entry services, the resulting conclusion ol the task force yielded
suggestions for refinement 111 the college's recruitment and entry procl'-o,e, Ry
checking on sy,tems that had been 111 pia( l' tor several years, the college was
able tn make additional improvements on behall ol students I his is an exam-
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ple of continuous quality improvement and the good sense of asking students
how they value the functions intended to be customer-oriented.

Student Success Equals Mission Accomplishment

.should colleges base effectiveness programs on student succestC There remains
one last compelling argument for an affirmative response. In financial circum-
stances that leave a college struggling to match dwindling resources to increas-
ing needs, a commitment to evaluating effectiveness and student outcomes
becomes essential. When tough choices must be made, a college that has
defined areas critical to success and tied student outcomes to mission accom-
plishment can more easily reach consensus on prioritizing resources. When a
college is confident the definition and delivery of its services is optimized for
ellectiveness. both the institution and its students are the winners.
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Challenges for Leadership
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In order /Or ollr colleges and univet sities to benefit bullv from the
shills and talents of the diverse men and women who ate
int-teasingly entering the managerial ranks, we mast suktantially
modify indisidual attitudes and behaviors and make I atilt al
hanges in OtganilatiOnai stIUMOIc. Ale we up to it;'

New Players in Management

Ruth Burgos-Sasscff
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hers who are gradually'ioirung their managerial ranks: flow do they fare? Do
they "lit n17 Arc they becoming effective team members? Arc they perceived
as enriching the life of the institution or as having a divisive effect? Are their
skdk and knowledge recognized and valued? I low ;,igniliont is their contri-
bution to the achievement of institutional goals? !Managing diversit success-
fully may be as challenging as it is rewarding.

Managing Diversity Is Not Affirmative Action

(A'nirnunit;', oll,'11,C leader, arc c'oming to realize that managing diueisny
more than piovichng ac Less to new groups It is not a matter of numbers.
although hiring qualihed persons from a pool of candidates that teller t the
demogiaphics of the communit being served is a first step. :Managing diver-
sity has to do vc,th cultivating, strengthening, and utilizing the talents and skills
of .111t*Hiplovec,,0 that individual and organizational goals are achieved 1 he

pioblem; says R. Roosevelt ilhomas. fr e \ecutive duii tor ol the Amen, an
Institute lor Managing Diversity, is not getting them 'women and minorities]
in at the entry level, the problem is making bettei use of their potential al every
level, especially in middle-management .ind leadership po,-,Inons- ii honms.
1000, p 108)

Manao,ing diver,,nv is a, much a bottom-lin: issue as it is a 111311a 01 ,1111-

11.1di, and behavior Jame- I. Pieston. 1-0 of Avon Products. Inc . speaks for
his peers tu hen he states. -1 his is not sonic type ot benevolent a, nu itv on 01.11.
pall I here Is sell-interest here. I homa,. p 104 t In the corporate as
well as 111Ille ataticHlk work tling. the :"1.10..e,Itil management of dt\cise
emploces is dricen lw c on, erns for global awareness. the qualitu revolution.
and the , onmentive ecl,:,c A ha,i, assumption is that the talents. skills . and
i)erspec Ives that diverse Indic iduals bring to the workplac e .ne a key to meet
mg the 1ulletiie of the iweiliu ent tirv t ern,uidez. 1001

The Nev,-, Diverse Team Players

It Is no (101.11)1 L'a,It'r to nLUl.ige a group ol tihi\iifUils v, Ito slime the -mule iii-
lit - and beliefs and HI general. hehau, lit ituitlii islutiu than it is to man
,11.'a: heterogeneims group Nevertheless, for olleges it ac Iiteu e goals It is
imponant to 111111.Va L111..1111101 .11111aleIllt'd 111dIvIdil,11, who Mt: not thc smile

h,, ii n1 no 1,-,pne 1,1 he the -mut' I he floc, 0111iT, it tidletLy
.1(111111110.1.111011 111,1\ pelhap, have had
smiuuilmi piolessional e \pencil, cs. hut the% mav die. speak. think, and
behave chlterendu dian ea, It tibet Mid hum I ho-it: \Ail) !Lk bcen
11.111 .1 loth', HIllt

111 lit pa-t !Hon made th, task of management ea act \Aline
inale-donimat, d s1,111LLIILI, 101 hcIal\ 101 HI Ihr

and managin.,, v. a tie Ii a an Ilk 01 taihot Huk, 1110 .t .1 indaki ind ii%,m(1
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ing those who met them best 1 hose few individuals vhose gender or ethnic
values Influenced their behavior in ways that went against the grain were often
deemed less capable. .11-ns negative percerion changed only if the noncon-
formists were willing and able to put aside their differences and behave like
the dominant group. As many immigrants know. the process of acculturation
is often painlul. even when it is considered desirable i Thomas, log1).

!some still advocate a melting pot in which distinct ethnic identities are
boiled down into one American puree, hut given the changing demographics
ol our country, the shrinking work force, and the interdependence of ration: ,
assmnlation is no longer practical or. it can be argued, desirahle The most suc-
cessful organizations of today and tomorrow are clearly those that capitalize
on the varied skills, talents, insights, and views of their diverse employees
Kanter, It-)8,--), Jamieson and O'Mara. lt-N

Radical Changes Are Needed

\pen, agree that if the United -,tates is to reap the benefits of its diverse pop-
ulation. it must provide a work environment that recognizes that individuals
are different and that diversity is an advantage if it is valued and cultivated
rat hei than restricted tjamteson and O'Nli,ra. 1901 reining such an envi-
ronment in ac adeink work settings is made difficult hy a bureaucratic culture
that rewards conformity and imposes a structure that penalizes openness to
new ideas. flexibility, and c ooperation. I. 'mon-management contracts iind gov-
ernment-mandated personnel laws have contributed to increased rights for
,aoikel, hut also to greater rigidity kianueson and ()Mara. fool I. Community
colleges that want to capitalize on and nurture diversit In management will
have to make radicai changes in pollt and prat.t ices, development progiams.
and organization struc ture, among others c !early. Hew management models
.tnd Ii aclership styles will he needed

The Corporate Model

surpristngly. sonic of these c hanges are ahieadv ti urring iii the husniess
world In iesponsc to competitive pressurcs. a IICW bleed of exei Wive', is
behaving itoii,eahlv dilleientiv than traditional bureauc rat, to begin w it h.

ire dIsre11,ardln ble1,11( Filial dist mi t tow, it [Ole. and dcp

their loc us is OH Ole t dfek IRV talents of members of the gioup rather than OH
Illc ,L111, 01 one inch% 'dual I hi% Imd that task -. ale best aci omphylied
h. tun it milt% klual, who ii,t% tile -.1,111,-. to ill t lit oh. then back-

giouncl, ot titles Kanter, I oso)
leadey seek and dl1elsIR at all levels, but espe

kW\ .11 the Illallagtincni helause (hi\ ,I1c 11101il

JR' tc.im 01 people iew, 01)It ins hom different pet-
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Ihev concur with management guru Tom Peters that "the power of the team
ts so great that it is often wise to violate apparent common sense and force a
team structure on almost .mything- (Peters, I Q87, p.

Fortunately, corporate restructuring is taking place when women and
minorities are entering the workplace in increasing numbers. I he flexible
approaches, group orientation, linguistic skills, and bicultural perspectives ol
these groups are precisely what corporate America needs to gain the compet-
itive edgeand the most enlightened leaders know it

Strategies for Change in Community Colleges

In community colleges, as in nonacademic work settings, the leadership of the
c hid executive officer is crucial to bringing about important changes. Thus, to
make lull use of the diverse skills of new managers. college presidents must
attic ulate and communicate a clear vision of the goals they hope to achteve.
I hese Adents must also have in place a plan ol action that rellect a per-
-onal commitment to the proposed changes Then. they must make it happen.
It is in dth, -.1-.)Int that the following strategies are recommended

Insist (in a diverse pool of qualified eandidates tor managerial positions.. the
pool should inc hide \Willi!). Minh and kkial minorities. w hue males. and
so fortl

Identdy and meaningfully address an\ Inequities in :Lines of men, women.
and minorities who hold smular managerial positions

.1dopt policies and procet. Ines that minimize inherent unfairness to certain
group, ;Ion example. evaluation procedures based only on perlormance and
as measured by criteria agreed on by both evaluators and evaluee.

Adopt flexible pohcies to addri lannly needs materne, parental, and c ate-
cnt and thud Lave.

Hissenunate inhirmation about demographics of students. Lk idts. and stall and
rcport on the status ol minorities on campus

.iesent senunars and workshops on diversity issues. silt I) V, 01 L sr, le duf-

lercnses and dilleienc es m values. bc lick, and helms tor
elebrate events that ale part ol other people's cultute. suc h national holi-
days and the birthdays ol prominent persons

Pio\ ide oppottunnies for social events that bung to,gether diyeisc stall mem-
bers and theu families

the example 01 Helms ing lion i a tollt.ugu 4 IlLin N hi 1,11M-1 irifir-
ulilti and power. mentoi. oar. h. and delegate)

Piocule trammg ri c ross-c ulunal commutucanon so that niamv ers tm t iii-

mu e ni it eller mei\ w tilt each nIie, .111d ,41`. t it 1,11 i Re ii RI 1111-

, Al let J Ht I. to suboi hu nal s
Mei sc inikars and \'oil fip oil how AH11111,01% e Itmum intl t (mai empk
went ypoitutuk purgianis Wolk
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Elk ourage innovation hy rewarding and implementing new ideas regardless of
who offers them.

Minimize hierarchical structures by eliminating functional harriers (rigid lob
descriptions and lines of authority) and promoting the idea of managers as
fa dilators.

(;et team members not to fear change, and even IL) love it, hy encouraging
openness to new ideas, trying new ways of performing tasks, and prepanng
lor the unexpected.

Men and women with diverse backgrounds arc increasingly entering the
ranks of (.ommunity college management. They are becoming members of
decision-making teams that are resnonsible for developing and achieving vital
institutional goals. Their diverse talents, skills, and perspectives are particu-
larly welcome at a time V. hen national leaders arc clamoring for accessible and
appropriate responses to fast-changing international, economic, and political
demands.

Leaders arc quickly learning that building teams with players who are
unlike each other, and who do not necessarily want to be like each other. is
not easy. Nevertheless, this task can he successfully accomplished il each leader
becomes what 'tom Peters says all leaders must become a -lover of change and
picacher of vision and shared values- I t)85. p 51)
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In a learning organization, elaborate St md to es, chain of command,
and approving and authorizing are unnecessary. Rathel: power
meaning the ability to make things happenis learned within each
part of the organization.

Leadership in the Learning
Organization
Margaret G ration

-*Stit tie I, All 1".orc iNpir11111111,
slier

\\...11d0 I tric,,on

Anyone paying attention to the current state of affairs in government, politics.
education, business, religion. and e\-;rn families knows 'hat we are experienc-
ing a leadership crisis. Questions (onsidered simple in the past, such as -Who's

(harge?- "\Vhcre are we going? or "May I speak to the head ol the house-
now may elk it (omplex disagrecinents, even hostility, rather than (lear,

direct answers In the mythi(-al good old days, when leadership supposedly
flourished, we did not need to struggle in search far leadership Leaders were
easily identifiable \Ve knew the leaders were those who had titles, held pres-
tigious positions, possessed power and aut harm I eaders made the decisions.
\Ve could not miss them, for often they earned iq wore symbols al their lead-
ership, su(li as srepters ii their hands, stars on their shoulder,. mares on their
head, Leaders presided over things from larg.:, well-appointed ()Ilia's he
wire privy to spa tal mlorniation and special pris lieges I hey had other peo-
ple sei ye them and give them. promptlr. things they wanted or needed Lead
els appeared at the peak ol the olgam:ational p\ rainid oi in the tap hov front
aid enter. In the L lasHeal mrpin:ational hai t

In (ammunar (alleges. leadership meant the (hancelloi t)1 ple,Ident and
au t'\i't MINX ahniel act auntable to a board al trustee, porn ow of po0,(al-
optimism and inta the military-indusmil ( tiiiplt. cads rommunity (allege,

I I, . 1/4 I I "
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were modeled On strong. top-down leadership and classical-scientific man-
agement techniques, tempered hy something called collegiality. .1-hree genera-

tions later these influence, are still prevalent Yet notions of leadership are
undergoing t hange. and old management techniques have become int reasmgly
frustrating.

The perceived need for good leaders is as strong as ever, yet many are dis-
couraged and even cynical about the state of leadership In recent Harris polls,
public perception ol leadership is reported as appallingly low. with 51 percent
of the adults in one survey expressing alienation from those in leadership posi-
tions. Only it) percent expressed confidence in business leaders, and a mere
14 percent trusted labor leaders lOaklev and Krug, l9Q1, p. 175).

Dunng recent interviews for the selection of an academic vice president at
a West Coast community college, a candidate asked committee members,
-What do you want your new vice president to be or lo do?" One replied. "A
philosopher-king," another said, -To walk on water," and vet another noted,

bring visk,n to our reality." Each of the committee members is an experi-
enced academic manager, serving in an important leadership position. Eac h
knows well the challenge of leadership, yet, in a sense, each asked the impos-
sible of a future leader of their own. Inherent in each comment was a mix of
frustration with the status quo, an implicit expression of powerlessness, and a
belief that someone, not currently part of the system, coukl arrive and set it all
right, even transform it. How would that happerO What techniques could this
remarkable individual bring to hear on the institution not now eonsi I 1ueret, or
applied by the present leaders? And why?

In his IOW study tal management techniques in community colleges. Dee-
gan I I (-N2 i asked I I community college CEOs to report which management3

techniques they were tting in the areas of planning. organung, budgeting.
staffing, and evaluation Further, the (.1:Os were asked to indicate which of the
management piactices used they would rate as -very successful" Deegan,

p. 27). I he discrepancy between the number ol techniques used and
the small number of techniques rated as cry sut i. esslul" was nothing short
of discouraging Alter a generation of stall development programs. agendas lo;-
excellente, and an explchion of literature on leadership as an art and manage-
ment as a scientific discipline. tommunit college CFOs still t tie insullR tent
resources and disgiunt led. inflexible ,tall as their greatest problems 'somehow
this does not bode %ken !kir the future of t ommunity college, or any other orga-
ni:anon t aught in a struggle with ihninn,lung fiscal resourt es and alleg,edly

felding human spa it

Leadership: A State of Mind

\\, heilt. I we admit II (It not litany if olli notion, ttl Itadeiship an: heavily
poWer and pu lii mink Hie Une ho onuol, ,md thsuibutes
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the resources to result in maximum return is given deference as a leader,
although the techniques employed may be purely managenal. The controller
of resources invariably inherits the power to control and shape the environ-
ment, while subordinates, those not in control, comply with this sometimes
inadvertent form of leadership. Consequently, in thinking about leadership as
power and profit-making, we may ohen overlook extraordinary feats of human
achievement through effective leadership practices in the arts (stage, film,
music, dance), education in the classroom, and athletics. In these spheres. indi-
vidual and ensemble achievements reflect the power of artistic directors, teach-
ers. and coaches to tap into real talent and let it flourish.

Recently I asked a friend what qualities he would want in a leader. This
friend is the head of an academic department and has a history of successful
coaching and athletic accomplishments I knew his answer would bc based on
solid personal experience as a team member and a follower, as v.ell as being a
leader. lie, indeed had a ready response, honed from half a lifetime of athletic
competition, of surviving, working, and managing in small and large struc-
tured systems -Sincerity.- be said, -someone who is genuine and genuinely
cares. Someone who has knowledge and expertise, and, finally, there must he
integrity A leader must be someone you can trust.- The directness of his
answer and its lack of inaccessible or complex notions was both reassuring and
disai ming It was reassuring to hear the espousil of traditional and familiar
leadeiship c.haractenstics, it was disarming to think that, given these valued
charactensnc_s. xclw do so many perceive current leadership a, ineffective?
Loukl it be that the way we peNN in thinking about leadership and the actual
r, qunements of contemporary leadership are no longer congruent?

:isked an actor how a good director is a good leader. the actor spoke of
trust and how a Nkillful director has a coherent concept that can he expressed
to others 'Ihe director both teaches and coaches the individual actor and the
atIllig ensemble Finally the actor recalled a panicularly effective director who.
when an at tor was blocked and when repeated attempts at an apparently log-
ical dr,unanc technique had laded, would suggest trying ,m opposite technique.
'-,tepping apart from the predictable and prescribed, the actors found freedom
for c reanve expression, risk taking, and professional learning get'aLIN: he
director encouracted the actors' c reativitv and then ensured safety and support
in the process, the actors grew and proluc t ions were rich with the best results
of experimentation l'he power of this cxample is that the dilator did not dic

ontrol, or threaten but did assume that the a:. tot had the capahilit, to do
.-,omething reative and then direc ted on that basis

During the I 080s. management and lead I I 1.1 expound
Mg everything I rum lao principles tendered III Pooh rem language. to the evo
lution of strategi: pLuining. to the : urrent phenomenon of total quality
management oi mous implovement What (lid not gel pnipeil clues
Honed III this onslaught of oiganizatioii,11 sell-help was the fundamental

1t t
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assumptions on which notions of leadership and management are founded.
Before any change can occur, before we can find effective leaders now or for
the t wenty-hrst century, we need to examine how we think about organiza-
tions and how we think about leaders, people, and work Our personal man-
agement style NIS) will persist in predictabl) frustrating practices, until we
free ourselves to think in ways that are congruent with the nature of people
using and working in our organizations.

One of the most strikingly persistent beliefs about leadership is that a
leader is one who does something to us or for us This opinion can result in
idealization of the leader and quickly converts to disillusionment, even cyni-
cism. when the leader fads to deliver. The belief that the leader acts on us is
rooted in an assumed passivity on the part of followers. It means that the
leader is a discrete powerful individual charged with bringing everything and
everyone along Others do as the leader decides and, unless so charged. remain
dependent and passive. In spite of an era of empowerment theories and tech-
niques for "empowered nlanagei-s tRlock, 198i.n. the persistence of passivity
and dependence is rampant. Followers still want to know what leaders will do
I:)r thempossible leaders being classroom instructors, deans, presidents,
labor leaders, elected officials, heads of state, or the chair of any committee

By the same token, leaders who believe that they must do everything for
others and control all events easily grow discouraged with impossible situa-
tions. They may never understand that their overwrought sense of responsi-
bility and need for Lontrol is rooted in basic assumptions that their followers
are incapable, unprepared. and unable to initiate action without the directives
of leadership They may never understand that their so-called followers behave
passively because they are viewed as followers and believe themselves to be
Licking opportunity or competence for initiative.

In a sense, our traditional ways ol thinking about leadership are almost
painfully simplistic. We define leadership by describing qualities the leader
(iught to possess Bv the sante token, we typically define managemeitt by com-
piling lists of management techniques to implement. I bit. kmcl of discrete unit
thinking cuts stall 011 from thinking deeply about the complexity of relation-
ships, dynamics, and interplay that results in human accomplishment. Lead-
ership does not occur in a vacuum. As an abstraction it is merely a mind game.
I cadership occurs in time. space. setting, and relattonshys with other people
It is giounded in thought action, and interaction. It is born out 01 fundamen-
tal asstunpuons and beliefs about the purpose ol life, the nature of human
beings, the significance of ourselves as indivIduals in relation to others and the
wot Id we live in I .eadeNhip literally is a stale of being. a state 01 imnd, a way
of thinking that translates to behaviors that produL e desired results Leader-
ship disk ussion-: lot. us endlesslL on obserL ed beha N. tors without considering
the state ol mind, belief systems ,md mental models that dnve !cadetship and
management behavior
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Controlling and Learning Organizations

Recently I worked with my students in an organizational systems and devel-
opment class to design an "organization continuum." We built a linear scale of
organization models, indicating the style of leadership required. We consid-
ered ways in which the organizational structure and leadership style reflected
fundamental assumptions about the individual, the worker, the human mem-
bers of the organizational system.

We began with organization by domination characterized by subordina-
tion, conscription, brute force, and use of fear. We labeled it the Egyptian Pyra-
mid model In such a system, leadership assumes that the individual is not an
individual but a mere tool, a means to an end, valued only for physical strength
and stamina. We went on to organization by classical management, the Prus-
sian Army model. The individual is again not valued a:, an individual, but as
part of an orderly whole_ Leadership's charge is to maintain order through
unity and line of command. Harmony and order arcs achieved by obedience
and rigorous discipline Next was Frederick Taylor's model of scientific man-
agement which emphasizes the individual as an economic unit. Application
ol scientific principles to selection of workers, design and flow of work, and
time and motion studies results in productivity and profit

The students worked right on through organization ny bureaucracy, where
the individual is valued as a functionary, and performance is governed by stan-
dardized roles and examinations 1 hev advanced to the ountry Club modcl,
organization by human relations I:nter the individual at last, valued for his or
her own sake I his LAFIIIllar model assumes the with ol Maslow's hierarchy of
needs and democratic principles, and it warml embraces human potential.
I he class Lharged onward to organization by systems, which assumes the indi-
vidual to he sell-regulatory as \cell as intsrdependent and interrelated withm
an open system environment. Finally. the concluded the continuum with the
learning organization. which assumes the individual to he capable ol transfor-
mation. peak performance, and syncrgisnc relationships. Sonic referred to this
as the -harmonic convergence- model.

While the students had lun in working with the continuum, they also saw
an evolution in organizational, management, and leadership thinking lini .
most importantly, they ,,aw how &.;stunptions about the individual and the
nature ol work drive leader,lup m,:dels as well &, organizational ,tnict un-- In

pui-uit of culecti,.c Lidershiip we should a,k not .\Vhat should
I do'* hut \\ hat do What should I think and how should I think?' In
looking at the organization nan,w,enient-leadership continuum, the reason we
ate having chllic \ with leader,hip become,. clear. "I he continuum reveals
how, until very recently, leadeiship hierarchical. controlling. authoritai
tan. :mit-A:ed. and ba,ed on a purely piagmatic iew 01 the individual in

ill111. IlIchylihi,11 \ 1,1111g \1111111 the olganization was evected to lollow
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orders, obey rules, and perform productively for profit making or efficiently
for the sake of order. The inherent assumption was that people could not man-
age themselves, might make mistakes if not controll,:d. and did not have suf-
ficient ability or perspective to think for themselves or for the well-being of the
organization. These assumptions continue today.

Most of us have been exposed, in varying degrees. to these leadership
charact ci isties and assumptions. Through socialization in organizations, we
carry vestiges of domination i desire for control and for others to do our bid-
ding. In some eases, it is more than vestiges. Presidents and deans occupy lead-
ership positions who were specifically trained in leadership by rank and who
assume that those lower in rank are less competent. Tight control of people,
events, and resources is equated with effectiveness.

And, finally, many of us have had our mvn sense of self-worth challenged
through structures of domination including family, school, church, military,
the workplace and organizanonal systems. The patmc...hal cornerstones of
Western civilization are based on the need for an appointed hero to redeem
the helpless and hapless masses. Cultural assumptions run deep and produce
a 'power-over- consciousness of eomrol. regulation, and compliance
,,!starhawk, 1089, p. 1-D. As powerful and enduring as this consciousness is, it
no longer is effective in the late twentieth century. We have watched major
political structures and systems of control crumble, from corporations to poht-
ical regimes. Yet, are we really thinking in new ways about leadership, systems,
and organizations? Thinking results in attitudes, behavior, and action. Quite
simply, if we want dif ferent results we must develop a new kind of mind
(1..yrk h and Kordis. 1088. P. 211 and new ways of seeing things.

Dramatic shifts in thinking about leadership and ellective organizations
have been evolving for at le&-.1 twenty years During this time, nothing can
match the impact of the work of W Edwards Deming and his quality revolu-
non a iabor, 19901. Whether or not one agrees with Denung's views of qual-
ity. proce:-s analysis. and customer delight. his thinking is changing how 1.1.s.
organizations operate and what leadership means. j'tiloi t mutely, Deming's lun-
dainental views, his breakthrough assumptions about how human effort con-
tinually improves, often get lost in oversimplified, trendy, hyped versions ol
how to get better, be better, and make more money last Ironk ally, a body of
thought that the Nike ( ompany distilled to .1 here is no finish line' still elicits
responses like, lotal quality management is lust line. but I want something to
give me results tight now' Once again. those in charge are lookmg lor a laun-
dry list 01 dist rete things to do, wliiili will iesult iii munediate change that will,
In nil n, piodm. e sense of «mtiol I Inst,.. (One sniiplv. leadei ship and man-
agement at its most shallow level I new assumptions. the new ways of
thinking ma get 10-.1 in the focus on rt-term action rathei than thinking
about the pnin iples and the ielationships that will shape at non

It is at Ii,illt tnt,e to tethink oiganizational plot esses based on systems the
Ii \ ,I11,01011 Imni mph., II I, i hAllt ntt,e in mimdt 1-4.1nd the imilliphei elle( I
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of unhappy staff and incompetent work or, conversely, well-trained staff and
satisfied clients. What does it mean to develop a college's core competencies,
to believe in the strength of the "intrinsic motivation" of all people? How do
we come face to face with the presence of anxiety in our organizations? Why
might we give lip service to eliminating anxiety and still subtly cultivate it as
a means of control? Do we still believe in fear as a motivator and, if so, on what
assumptions is that based? What is the relationship of fear and impaired per-
formance? How do leaders and managers cease working as discrete units and
begin to see themselves as part of an interdependent system, in charge of learn-
ingtheir own learning and the learning of all who work with them? How do
leaders assimilate the principle that if learning is continuous, change and
improvement will be continuous also? Nothing will ever be frozen in time or
space. The prc.-ess wal always he "in process." The Deming principles ask lead-
ers and managers to stop counting and begin thinking. Begin thinking about
the processes, the relationships, the cause and effect systems, the envisioned
and desired outcomes of which numerical quality may be only one of many
significant variations.

The total quality management and continuous improvement movement is
now becoming institutionalized in the t inited States. Any day of the week one
may choose from an array of seminars and workshops that will teach how to
do it in a weekend or eight hours or less. The movement is popularized. Arti-
cles and literature abound. Some major corporations have done the deep
thinking and have patiently and persistently worked through changes in
assumptions, actions, and outcomes. Whether the tag TQM survives or not,
the popularity of the movement is changing our thinking about leadership and
control. In some cases, it may he inadverynt, almost by osmosis. In other
cases, change is occurring from continuous thinking and experimentation.
And, finally, new voices are emerging to carry the new thought processes to the
next level of understanding.

Leadership as Learning and Continuous Improvement

The continuous improvement paradigm is rooted in a total and vigorous Orga-
nizational commitment to training, education, and sell-improvement. At a
more conceptual level, it requires that questioning, thinking, and innovating
be as essential to the organization as breathing. Practitioners interested in con-
tinuous improvement must ask, How is this to be done? A powerful design for
creating and nurturing an environment for learning throughout an organiza-
tion is offered by Peter Senge in The Fifth Discipline: The Art anci Puuctice of the
Lew ning Organization. Senge (I 99O ) defmes the learning organization as one
that is "continually expanding its capacity to create its future" (p. 14). This
notion goes beyond simple improvement and brings thinking to a creative
level. The underlying leadership assumption is that staff long to learn and
need to learn to generate initiative. Adaptive learning allows one to survive.

9 7
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Generative learning, involving ideas, experim..itation, innovation, and initia-
tive, leads to creation of a learning culture in th. organization.

Applied to leadership and management, these assumptions move us away
from traditional top-down management, from unquestioning adherence to pol-
icy, regulations, and structures, from controlEng, competing, and counting.
Every aspect of Senge's "metanoic" (shift of the mind) organization (p. 13) is
rooted in learning, from developing a system's view, to cultivating personal
mastery to questioning and rethinking assumptions, to having a shared vision,
to te. I,'arning. In such an environment there is no need for a philosopher

racle worker, a messianic personality There is no need for elaborate
structui chain of command, and approving and authorizing. There is no
sense of the 'rd empowerment as something one does to another. Rather,
power, meaning the "ability to make things happen," is learned within each
part of the organization Each part of the organization continually learns of the
interrelatedness of parts and how the organization can be strengthened. Aca-
demic departments learn of their importance to the whole organization and
other academic departments. Service units learn about their relationship to
academic departments and how togc 'her they help the organization achieve its
goals.

The assumption that learning is at thc heart of continuous improvement
and that learning creates the future dramatically changes prevailing beliefs
about leadership in community colleges. In a learning organization, effective
leadership may emerge anywhere true learning is taking plaice. Leadership
occurs where there is competence and innovation. Leadership is the ability to
coach, teach, and interpret reality with others as they learn. Leadership may
he continually shifting and changing as learning occurs. It ceases being exclu-
sive, authoritative, or untouchable. Leadership is learned and earned, not
assumed. Its power becomes "power-with" (working in partnership with oth-
ers) and "power-within- (personal competence).

For the jaded among us, who cringe at the thought of one more discus-
sion of leadership or who arc scarred from past, unhappy experiments, this
may all seem hopelessly idealistic. Nevertheless, major organizations are using
these learning principles, such as Royal Dutch Shell, Ilanover Insurance, and
Kyocera (tienge, I 0. p. 140), Florida 1.ight and Power, Federal Express,
Motorola, and Glove Metallurgical (Bowles arid Hammond, 10Q1).

Let us revisit DeegaM; survey of community colkge CEOs and the use of
management techniques. Absent from the list of items was any reference to sys-
tems thinking or organizational learning. One ray of insight was related to staff
development. Of those community college CEOs who had set up full-time

;ices tor professional development, 60 percent found the results to be very
,ccessful, but relatively few (12 percent) had made such a move. In light of

and emerging organizational, leadership, and management thinking. Dee-
gan's survey items, based on control through planning, organizing, budgeting,
staffing, and evaluation, were woefully inadequate. The responses reflected sta-

C;
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tus quo notions about management and leadership. All of the management
techniques were treated as discrete factors. No technique addressed systems
thinking or cultivation of organizational learning.

Our community colleges, as centers of learning, cannot fail to be less than
learning organizations thems,dves. The assumptions about product, client
delight, continuous improvementassumptions about learning as central to
creation of the futurewill change teaching and learning throughout the insti-
tution, in and out of the classroom. The American Association of Community
Colleges' policy for institutional effectiveness, developed by the National Con-
sortium for Institutional Effectiveness and Student Success, articulates a
national vision for community colleges related to systems thinking and orga-
nizational learning ("AACC Policy Statement,- 1992). This is an important doc-
ument, but making the move from words on paper to a transformed
organization is a long, arduous trip. It will require that elusive quality of lead-
ership for all who take the journey

We might return to the thoughts of the athlete and the actor, for tkey
expressed similar notions in different ways. The athlete spoke of genuine Lac-
ing. That is a passionate concern for the human spirit and commitment to cul-
tivating what is good. He spoke of expertise, which is leadership grounded in
learning, competence, and continuous Miprovement. Finally, he talked of
integrity, congruency of thought, word, behavior, and actionthe foundation
of trust. The actor also spoke of trust as fundamental. Hc described the direc-
tor teaching, coaching, and being able to express a creative concept for and
with the acting ensemble. Is this not shared vision, team learning, and mas-
tery? The actor spoke respectfully of the director who assumed the creative
competence of the actor, asked the actor to risk, and then honored and made
safe the creative experiment.

All of these characteristics are familiar and continue to endure as desired
leadership qualities. But in the community college as a learning organization,
these valued qualities cannot be the exclusive realm of a small group of exec-
utive managers. These are qualities desired for instructors and staff in order to
flourish, literally to grow in abundance. Leadership is a state of mind that
assumes learning is essential and that the future is created by living through
complexity with competency and vision.

Tomorrow's Leaders in Community Colleges

There is no lack f leaders in community colleges; rather, we seem to be on a
singular and narrow road looking for a Wizard of Oz to give us something we
already have. Perhaps the current cynicism toward leadership reflects a frus-
tration with ourselves and our own inclinations toward passivityour mis-
placed hope that someone else will give us what we think we need.

In tomorrow's community colleges, the individualthat is, each of us
is assumed to be an agent of transformation. Implicit in this assumption is the
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commitment so valued by the athlete and the actor to learning processes and
to creativity. The implications for leadership are not easy. They are, in fact,
demanding.

Argyris has written about the dark side of the learning imperativethat
organizational inquiry and development can be threatening. Typically, staff are
not rewarded for asking tough questions, identifying complex problems, or
pointing out dysfunctional processes or relationships. It is not good form to
appear uncertain or ignorant. So organizations persist in, as Senge put it,
"skilled incompetence" or "organizational disability" (Argyris, 1970, p. 25).

Argyris's theories of learning provide an excellent road map for self-renew-
ing leadership. Fundamental to learning is information freely available and
processed. When information is accessible, processed, and applied, decision
making is demystified. Issues do not have to be sent off for consideration by
power figures far from the locus of action. The sphere of control and influence
broadens to include instructors, staff, and students. Those currently in leader-
ship positions have the capability to open up information processes and pro-
vide training and development for staff in the use of information for
organizational improvement. Through learning based on good information,
those currently in leadership positions can let go of the burden of control. They
can extend it to others, who also through learning can make informed choices
about work processes and how things lit together. A commitment to learning
can build collective understanding and a sense of purpose. Learning con-
tributes to self-confidence, competence, and informed communications. Lam-
ing can improve trust, keeping in mind that lack of trust invariably is rooted
in poor information or poor processing of information.

enge (1g90: speaks of the "quiet design work of leadership.- It is, per-
haps, an answer for those who wonder where to begin. One begins to rethink
leadership first by choosing to change, to rethink old assumptions, to ques-
tion. What are we doing? Who is doing it? Why are we doing it? How are we
doing? How can we do it better? How are we all connected? 'Hien the design
of leadership, the design of the system, emerges answer by answer, step by
step, choice by choice. Each person learns; each unit learns; the organization
learns. Learning is a developmental process, and leadership emerges out of it.
This is a major shift from the tradition of leadership, derived from title and
office, issuing top-down directives to be followed without question, withont
di nking. The "quiet design of leadership- assumes that staff desire to learn mid
thrive on learning, and through learning they can shape their own destiny.

What does this mean for leadership in our community colleges? It means
cultivating a system's view of our colleges and understanding the inner-con-
nectedness of all processes; designing a free flow ()I. information, readily avail-
able and understandable for informed decision making and perpective;
committing to learning as a "constant- in the system and ensuring full support
for continual learning and development; understanding that learning is devel-
opmental and requires design, planning, time, support, patience, and persis-
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tence. It means acting on the fact that vision, planning, total quality manage-
ment, and institutional effectiveness cannot work by leadership edict, by ju.
being written down or talked about. Each must he learned and lived. It means
embracing organizational learning so leadership will be a responsibility shared
by all members based on understanding, competence, and creativity Leaders
must accept the risks of candor, shared responsibility and trust, honoring each
person's intrinsic power to learn to contribute and create the Future.

[low doe-, this happen in community colleges?
Still we might ask, Who begins the task of ledesigning leadership in the

learning organization? What is the first step? Nothing happens unless some-
one inside or outside the organization acts to make it happen. The challenge
to start the work of a new leadership imperative lies with current leaders
those who presently serve as our college presidents, deans, department chairs.
As leaders they are expected to know what to do next. They must ask the right
questions, rethink old assumptions, and begin the experiments of change.
They must start the learning process that will weave its way through the entire
organization, connecting individuals, processes, outcomes. II clone with pas-
sion and persistence, our community colleges will become learning organiza-
tions based on genuine caring, competence, and continuous improvement.

Finally, our colleges will be true organizational models of the spirit of
learningthe very purpose for which they exist.
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An annotated bibliography is provided on various aspects of the

changing face of management within the community college,
including information on adapting to change, changing roles with
administrative structures, and the appearance of new playeis in
administrative Craiyitics.

Sources and Information:
The Dynamics of Change
in Managerial Responsibilities
and Roles

David Deckelbawn

Managing and providing leadership in today's community colleges require a
leader to personally embrace change and promote an acceptance of change in
others The successful administration of a community college may involve new
models of governance, enlarged roles for some players, the inclusion of stake-
holders previously unrepresented or underrepresented, and a host of problems
caused by shifting demographics, changing educational and societal needs, and
an era of financial instability

This chapter presents citations that reflect the current ERIC literature on
issues that surround the management and administration of community col-
leges. Most ERIC documents (references with "ED" numhers) can be viewed
on microfiche at approximately 900 libraries worldwide. In addition, most
documents may be ordered on microfiche or in paper copy from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) at (800) 443-ER1C.

Adapting to Change

These materials demonstrate the need to view change from many perspectives
and to understand that the change process involves the enure institution and
all of its constituents.

Baker, G. A. III, and others. C:ultural Leadership: Inside Amenca's Community Col-

leges. Washington, D.C.: American Association of Community and junior Col-
leges, 1992. 71 pp. (ED 350 049). Available from the American Association

Nt DIM hv,. I tit ( ii ( III r.i s. no H4, Winter 19v jos.ev.trai, Publiher,
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of Community and .lunior Colleges tkACjC), Publications Sales, PO. Box
1737, Salisbury, MD 21802 ($27.50; $23 for AACJC members).

Contending that the relationship between leadership and the creation and
management of institutional culture is critical to thc future success of com-
munity colleges, this volume explores theory, research, and practice associated
with this perspective. The following chapters are provided: (1) "Creative Cul-
tures: Toward a New Paradigm" by George A. Baker III, (2) "Community Col-
lege Climate: The Signature of a Movement- by George A. Baker Ill, (3)
'Creating, Managing, and Transforming Community College Culture: Presi-
dential Perspectives- by Charlotte Biggerstaff, (4) "Culture and Communica-
tion- by Tessa Martinez Tagle, (5) "Empowering the Leadership Team- by Mary
Ann Roe, (6) "Instructional Leadership: Building a Culture of Excellence in the
Teaching-Learning Community- by Rosemary Gillett-Karam and Eli Pena, (7)
'An Organizational Culture Consciously Shaped to Foster Creativity and Inno-
vation" by Michele Nelson, (8) "Cultural Leadership: The Founder- by Phyllis
Barber, (9) "Cultural Leadership: The Successor- by Phyllis Barber, (10) "Cul-
ture, Leadership, and Organizational Systems" by 6. Allan Clark, and (11)
'The Future of the Community College in Evolution: Approaches to Analysis
of Organizational Culture and Functioning- by George A. Baker III. A 286-item
bibliography is included.

Dance, T. "Leadership & Spirit: Rejuvenating an Organization from the Bot-
tom Up." Paper presented at the annual conference of the Association of Cana-
dian Community Colleges, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, May 1991. 43 pp.
(ED 332 736)

Using a case study that documents the creation of thc Access and Program
Development Division at George Brown College. a large urban community col-
lege in Ontario. Canada, this paper explores the nature of leadership in edu-
cational management. Introductory material argues that leadership in
management should be defined as a performing art rather than a science. Next,
a four-page lite..ture review examines the trend away from a structured, goal-
directed approach to management toward a more spiritual, self-reflective one
and contrasts works on traditional and nontraditional approaches to leader-
ship. The case study is then presented in the following sections: (1) The
Parable of the Seeds, or the Story of the Access Division; (2) Access Div-
isionHistory and Achievements. reporting quantifiable indicators of success,
academic upgrading, services for the hearing impaired and special needs stu-
dents, and community outreach; (3) tables examining the Access Division's
structure and achievements from 1989 to 1991; (4) an analysis of the case
study, using a framework that focuses on structure, people, politics, and sym-
bols/spirit; and (5) a conclusion, underscoring the importance of the leader's
ability to view the organization through multiple lenses. Attachments include
"One Leader's Creed for the Workplace," twenty references, and an informa-
tion flyer on the Access Division.
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Gilley. J. W. Thinking About American ligher Education: The 1990s and Beyond.
New York: Macmillan, 1991.214 pp. (ED 331 401). Available from Macmd-
Ian Publishing Company, 86('I Third Ave., New York, NY 10022 ($27.95).

This hook explores three major imperatives ot American higher education
in the decades ahead. First, colleges and universities will be required to
respond to six critical challenges: minority participation, financing quality edu-
cation, replacing quality faculty, affordability, institutional ethics, and national
competitiveness. Second, strong leadership will be required at both the insti-
tutional and state government levels. Third, the impact of changing regional
economies will transform institutions located in burgeoning metropolitan areas
and foster new forms of higher education. Seventeen chapters address these
and other issues, including the community college perspective On a chapter
by George B. Vaughan), leadership of governors versus college presidents, 1.1.S.
higher education as a managerial model, multicampus governing boards, coor-
dinating hoards and the politicization of 1.1.S. higher education, new ways of
serving hypergrowth regions (in a lapter by Edward L. Delaney and Donald
M. Norris), and the distributed uniersity An appendix reports on a 1988-89
survey of 148 college and university presidents, governors, and others that
identified respondents' opinions on important issues, trends, challenges, and
troubling patterns. References are provided for each chapter.

Messina, R C., and Pagans, A. C. "Assessment: What's the Next Step? A Model
for Institutional Improvement." Paper presented at the Annual Summer Insti-
twe on Community College Effectiveness and Student Success, Vail, Colo.,
June 21-24,1992.14 pp (EI) 348 118)

Institutional change requires that "restraining" forces (those forces resist-
ing change) be mimmized and -driving" forces (those forces moving in the
direction of change) he maximized Lasting change involves broad-based staff
participation in the change process; this requires the establishment of multi-
ple feedback levels or linkages. The institutional change model adapted by
Burlington County Co Ikge (BCC) in Pemberton, New Jersey, is based on exten-
sive feedback providing -informational linkages" necessary for change. 1 he
model has three components: 1) the -improvement area,- consisting of the
issues and structures in need of change identified through outcomes assess-
ment procedures; (2) -institutional culture,- including those aspects of lead-
ership, governance, climate, faculty professionalism, external regulations,
funding, enrollment, community, and the assessment structure that affect the
sp,cilic improvement areas identified; and "results of the change process,-
including changes in goals, objectives, and assessment methods that have
resulted from the implementation of new procedures, policies, and curricu-
lum. In an effort to minimize the restraining forces and maximize the driving
forces affecting efforts to bring about change within the Basic Skills Program
(BSP) at BCC, several activities were undertaken. Data on state-mandated
assessment \+.'ere presented at the first semester faculty meeting. Task forces

4
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were convened to analyze the BSP, and informal discussion groups were held.
A basic skills handbook was created, a review of the reading program was
scheduled, and special support was provided for faculty involved in com-
puter/video instruction.

Changing Roles

Institutional restructuring and new models of governance provide an envi-
ronment that fosters a continual reevaluation of leadership roles within admin-
istrat we st ruct ures.

Parsons, M. 1.1. Fnhancing TeachingLearning Environments: A Change Manage-
ment Strategy. Hagerstown, Md.: I lagerst own Junior College, 1991 9 pp. (ED
333 92( 0

The IQL/0s may well be characterized as the decade of renewal. For com-
munity colleges, the process of renewal will entail refocusing the mission and
redehning the culture of two-year institutions as part of a nationwide attempt
to restructure our approach to higher education. But is it possible to modify
both college mission and culture? Since change has become the hallmark ol
contemporary society, we have the unenviable task of managing the process or
being overwhelmed by it. Managing change in this period of restructuring
should begin with an eNamination of organizational values. Values clarification,
in turn, starts with a review ()I i ional purpose. An assessment of purpose
allows all groups within an institution to develop insights regaiding ganiza-
tional beliefs; orientation toward clients; treatment of human, fiscal, and phys-
ical assets; and salience of mission. The assessment process, which should
include a review of college practices that affect the teachinglearning environ-
ment, supports the institutional community in redesigning and reordenng the
processes, procedures, and systems that comprise culture. Once the redefini-
tion of organizational purpose is established, 1cu.ture will reform itself around
the redefined purpose. The new system evolves hy establishing a shared vision
of the future Researchers suggest that if institutional values are clear, shared,
and affirmed in action, personnel are likely to trust the organization and work
to implement its stated purposes.

The op Ten Issues Facing America's Community Colleges. I NI Edit ion Warren,
Nlich.: Macomb Community College, Institute for Future Studies, I Q91. 28
pp. (ED 327 2-181

This paper, designed to identify and describe the key challenges facing
,:ommunity colleges as a result of major changes in the social, economic, and
demographic makeup of students and service areas, con-..)mes information
gathered from two national environmental scanning groups, a review of the
literature, and input from educational professionals. The ten community col-
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lege issues discussed arc as follows: (1) increasingly diverse service arLas and
student populations; (2) growing numbers of academically underprepared
students; (3) an unclear workforce agenda for the information age: (4) the
need to ensure and provi Le evidence of institutional effectiveness; (5) the
need to improve college governance by developing boards of trustees that
have vision and purpose and are goal-driven, unified, supported by inspired
leadership, and politically astute: (6) the need to promote organizational well-
ness through environmental scanning, broadened redefinition 1 college pur-
pose, emphasis on quality, and concern for employee and public opinions;
(7) an impending faculty shortage and Ihe aging of the existing faculty; (8)
the need for a resurgence of campus collegiality; ((-)) the impact of external
forces, including business people, lay citizens, and legislators, on college gov-
ernance and decision making, and (101 the role of ethics in institutional man-
agement and curriculum. Each topic section concludes with a ries ol
specific questions to initiate further discussion.

Vaughan, ( Leadership in Transition: The Community College Presidency.
Washington, D.C.: American Association of community and Junior (.olleges,
and American Council on 1-ducation, 1Q80. 1-J6 pp. (ED I I WA)). Available
from American Council on Education/Macmillan Publishing (.ompany, Front
and brown .treets, Riverside, NI 08075 ($20.q51.

temining horn the author's personal experiences, interviews, research,
and needs expressed by mdividuals in the community college held, this hook
examines issues currently facing community college presidents and argues for
a change in leadership to meet the needs of a new era in higher education.
( hapter one briefly describes the role ol the founding presidents of commu-
nity colleges in fostering growth during the 1Q60s and early IL.)7(1s, arguing
that the current community college presidency lacks a comparable locus. Alter
chapter two discusses the role ol the president as educational leader, chapter
tluve suggests that presidents place a greater distance between themselves and
their various constituencies by delegating authority and extricating themselves
from mundane campus activities. Chapter lour addresses the question 01 the
appropriate length of tenure for a college president, providing a tentative list
of sign; that indicate a president has been in office too long. Chapters five and
SIN draw from survey data to consider the special problems and advantages
faced by women.1frican-American, and Hispanic presidents Using informa-
tion from a national survey of current deans of instruction, chapter seven com-
pares the characteristics ol current and past presid,mts with those who will be
presidents in the future. Finally, chapter eight offers practical advice lor those
who make the community college presidency their career goal, including a list
of suggestions for seeking the office.

Wirth, P 1.. hared Governance: Promises and Perils. Marysville, c alit Yuba
Collin-nanny College District, ILNI. 10 pp. (ED 331 508)
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Shared governance in the community college district has both advantages
and disadvantages. The three "perils" of implementing shared governance are
that the process is difficult, lengthy, and sometimes tedious; that responsibility
for decisions and actions must somehow be maintained; and that an appropri-
ate role for faculty, staff, and administrators must be estabhshed and recognized
by all participating individuals. Reaching a consensus in decision-making
requires that all parties be adequately informed of the issues. However, dis-
semMating such information is not always conducive to effective management
In addition, teaching and learning may become secondary priorities as repre-
sentatives are away from work or the classroom. Finally, special interest groups
may try to misuse the power of shared governance to forward them own agen-
das, rather than working for the good of the district. While clear perils exist,
shared governance promises many rewards, including the empowerment of
participants, development of collegial relationships lor an improved college
environment, greater understanding among employees at all levels about the
issues facing their community colleges, and improved communication. Me
participants in shared governance decisions are more likely to support policies
hat they have had a role in forming and are more likely to take personal

responsibility for the outcomes of such decisions. As representatives in the
group ttecision-making process report hack to constituents, collegewide com-
munication and understanding is greatly enhanced, improving the overall col-
lege environment.

New Players

Riculty, staff, and students are now participating in the governance ol many
institutions. This involvement includes membership on comrnittees and task
forces dealing with all aspects of community college life.

Franklin, H. D., Burgos-Sasscer, R., Kessel, B., and Mack, "Faculty leader-
ship: A Dynamic, Potent Force for Comprehensive Institutional Development...
Paper presented at Leadership 2000. the annual conference on leadership
development of the League for Innovation in the Community College, Chicago,

,July 7-10,1q91.14 pp. (ED 344 02k))
Responding to the cnsis in leadership at community colleges, scholars and

practitioners alike have called for a ilew style of leadership capable of adapt-
ing and responding easily to an uncertain political and social climate. Although
community colleges arc rooted historically in a hierarchical leadership mode,
there seems to be bread consensus today that collective leadership is more
effective. In specific cases, faculty at community colleges have identified hier-
archical leadership structures at their institutions as ineffectual and in need of
change. However, despite the fact that community college faculty are uniquely
qualified for and desire leadership roles in a collective model, divisions
between the faculty and the administration restrict their leadership potential.

to
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Initiating a participatory leadership model tequires Ilew approaches and
involves various steps, including the following: (1) building trust in a collec-
tive model, and between the various constituencies represented in such a
model; (2) developing methods for information slurring between faculty,
adnnnistrators, and boards of trustees: (1) forging dynamic interactions
between the two coexisting lines of administration and decision-making (that
is, management and academic) enabling primary members of each group to
cross-participate: (4) preserving faculty development in the face of budget
problems by providing resources to enhance professional growth in specific
disciplines, general education, and management; (5) utilizing technology to
'create.' time for faculty and administrators to engage in collective leadership
efforts; and (CO instituting concrete systems of recognition and reward lor lac-
ulty involvement. rhis patx r includes

Nusshauni, I I., c:ordero, \V. J., and Ilake, j I.. Fncouraging (treater tticlent

Participation in (rovernancc. sacramento, California Community Colleges,
Office of the Chancellor, I k))(1. 21 pp. (ED 322 Q55)

In response to legislative mandate, three proposals were developed for
encouraging student participation in the governance of Calilornia's commu-
nuy colleges and establishing a nnnimum standard regulation for local proce-
dures. The proposals intend to improve accountability, access to governance
mechanisms, the quality and effectiveness of representation, and communica-
tion and coordination.1 hey are designed to build a community truly inter-
ested in high-quality education; establish a continuity ni the relationships
between students and college faculty, s t a l l , and administrators; assemble stu-
dent bodies as a collective whole; and ensure leadership and administrative
support. One of the proposals contains a set of actions to be taken by the Board
ol Crovernors and Office ol the Chancellor. A second proposal contains a par-
allel set of recommended actions to be taken at the local district level, for
example ensuring student membership on statewide and district governance
committees and task forces and granting student representatives the same
rights and privileges as other members; scheduling meetings to accommodate
students time and resources as much as possible; recognizing the Council of
!-,tudent Body (rovernments and local student body governments as the offi-
cial representatives of the state's community college students; and requirmg
student representatives to maintain their colleges' scholastic standards. lhis
proposal also recommends that at the state level pertinent documents and
materials be made available to students in a timely manner, an orientation and
ongoing consultation servio2s be offered to student representatives, a student
development office he created, and services he established and maintained to
recruit and tram students for participation in governance. Mc final proposal
is lor a new regulation that would require cach district governing board to
adopt policies and procedures to provide students with the opportunity to par-
ticipate effectively in college and chstrict governance.

;8
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Stetson, N. E. Collegial Governance at College of Mann: A Governmental Model.
Management Report 1989-90/2. Association of California Community College
Administrators, 1990. 11 pp. (ED 318 494)

The College of Marin has adopted a model of collegial governance that
involves the entire campus community in recommending policies and proce-
dures that determine the rules by which employees and students live. The
model, which was designed by a task force representing faculty, staff, and stu-
dents, is based on the U.S. government model of executive, legislative, and judi-
cial branches. Its major components are an Academic Senate, a Classified
Senate, a Student Senate, and a Senate Executive Board. Each of the three sen-
ates has two major roles: (1) to review and recommend district policies and col-
lege procedures, and (2) to recommend appointments from its membership to
college governance committees. The Senate Executive Board is composed of an
equal number of representatives from each of the three senates. Proposals for
new or changed policies or procedures travel through a number of committees
beforctreaching the Senate Executive Board (comparable to a legislative confer-
ence committee), where the proposals are refined using suggestions from the
three individual senates. The Board of Trustees has the final authority to veto or
amend policies recommended to it by the superintendent/president, who serves
as the chair of the Senate Executive Board. The superintendent/president has
the authority to change recommended procedures if she or he feels they are
not in the college's best interests. Through the collegial governance system, the
College of Marin has established committees; these include thc Affirmative
Action Committee, Employee Development Committee, Planning Committee,
and Instructional Equipment Committee. Since the model's implementation,
forty-two policies and procedures have been recommended and approved.

pAvir) Dr.( lq.1.13,11 Al Is user savureti CoodnOtor di the ERIC Clearinghouse .for Com-

tounitv Colleges, I 'niversay of California, Los Angeles.
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